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Congressmen Are People, Too

E

EDITORS

of things and to have to forsake
the privileged role of a legislator
for the uncomfortable role of a
job applicant.
It must be even more distasteful
for the able, hard-working congressman to have to lay aside, for
several months, the work that absorbs him and which he considers
important to go through the rigamarole of a campaign. When one
has held an office for any length
of time, one becomes annoyed at
those who seek to remove him
from it and that is especially true
when one sincerely believes that
he has done a good job and that
his opponent is less capable.
We say all of this because it
seems to us that too often we forget that our public servants are
people like ourselves, not some
kind of exotic breed that lacks
human feelings and sensibilities.

the wearied hart for
cooling springs, so, come the
summer solstice, pants the wearied
congressman for the verdant fields
and quiet towns of his home constituency. And the yearning becomes all the stronger during election years when the fields are not
only verdant but ripe for an electoral harvest and when many of
the fields need a little fence-mending.
We have often wondered how a
congressman feels on the trip back
home. There must be a sort of
eagerness to return to familiar
places
and people and to enjoy
....
again, for a while, the role of a
~
large frog in a small pond. But the
atmosphere of ·washington is a
heady atmosphere and many a congressman must find it rather annoying to have to leave the center
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Too often we expect the lawyer or
farmer or insurance man who h appens to be our representative in
congress to be a latter-day Henry
Clay, forgetting that the genius
of our system lies in the fact that
the people who govern us are our
own kind of people with all of our
own faults and virtues.
"\Ve already have too many special weeks and days, but we would
suggest a kind of unofficial "BeDecent-to- Your-Con gressma n"
month some time this summer.
That doesn't mean that we favor
the re-election of all 435 members
of the House of Representatives
but we do think that an occasional
word of gratitude might be in
order, even in the heat of an election campaign. For ourselves, we
are very grateful that it is our congressman, and not we ourselves,
who must sit and vote on the perplexing issues that confront our
nation today and, while we shall
not vote to re-elect him, we hope
to have the opportunity to thank
him for the patriotic concern he
has brought to his office.

What's Wrong With
Maladjustment?
of the many things that
have been bothering us for a
long time is the realization that
if any psychiatrist, psychologist, or
psychoanalyst ever got a chance to
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look at us close up he would undoubtedly pronounce us nutty as
a fruit-cake. It was therefore with
joy and gratitude that we read the
summary of a recent speech by
Dr. Lawrence A. Kimpton, dean
of students at Stanford University •
and our personal candidate for
man of the year.
Dr. Kimpton was addressing the
American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Offi.
cers on the subject of student "
counseling. In recent years such
counseling has become a kind of
fetish on most campuses and many
an eccentric faculty member has
found himself advising healthy 1
freshman football players on how
to become well-adjusted p ersonalities. Now comes Dr. Kimpton
and very blandly asserts that the
most interesting people he knows
are rather badly adjusted to their
environment; that the man without problems, complexes, and frustrations is a very dull man indeed; and that young people are ,.
seriously deprived of self-reliance,
independence, and initiative by
being guided out of their difficulties or being counseled over
their frustrations.
One swallow doesn't make a ...
spring and one speech doesn't indicate a trend. But it is good to
h ear someone like Dr. Kimpton get
up and challenge the thesis that
the healthy person is the person
who fits into his environment as
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easily and comfortably as a healthy moose fits into his tundra
home. In the very nature of things,
•11an has no business adjusting to
this world because this world is
not his true home. As St. Paul
put it, we do not reach fulfillmeut
by conforming to this world but
by being transformed. In the
whole long history of the Church,
there is no record of a well-adjusted saint and secular history is the
story, happy, and unhappy, of men
who refused to be "normal."
We would grant, of course, that
there are people who are so seriously disturbed psychologically
that, for the time at least, they are
not capable of working things out
without some outside help. Such
people need counseling, and not
amateur counseling, either. But we
agree with Dr. Kimpton that this
indiscriminate counseling of everybody in sight is developing a race
of "leaners," shadow people who
flit from counselor to counselor
trying to find outside themselves
powers which, if they are to be developed at all, must be developed
from within.

Only 37 Year:s to Go
QIDELIGHT to the Quest for Secu0 rity: A college administrator
we know offered a job on his faculty to a young lady of about
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twenty-eight who had been teaching five years. After studying his
offer for some time, she finally
notified him that she did not feel
that she would care to leave her
present job because, if she did,
she would lose the contributions
she had been making toward her
school's retirement fund.

Musica ex Machina
us pause now in the day's
occupation to note how far
the railr,oads have come since
those early clays when one of
their pioneers uttered the nowfamous statement, "The public be
damned."
Our office is near the main line
of the Pennsylvania Railroad and
for several months past we have
been noticing that the Diesels that
fly past leave a trail of melody in
their wake. Busy as we are, we
had off-handedly attributed it all
to some chance arrangement of
air pressures and currents and dismissed it from our minds.
But now we have word that the
song was inspired from the railroad's board room as a friendly
gesture to The Consumer who, it
seems, had expressed displeasure
at the raucous tootings of the
earlier Diesels. A former director
of the United States army band
was called in as technical consult-
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ant, tones were combinEd, tests
were made, and the result was a
combination of five tones which is
supposed to be very pleasing.

fl

Where Is the USSR?
of our colleagues came sizzling into the office a day or
so ago with an armful of outline
maps of the world and invited us
to see how his class had clone in
outlining the boundaries of the
USSR. We checked, and we can
understand why he was perturbed.
There must have been not more
than half a dozen of the fifty students who took the examination
who did a perfect job of outlining
the boundaries. Most of the students had a rather general idea
that the Soviet Union is somewhere around the Urals, extending chiefly eastward into central
Asia. Some of the students obviously had no idea where it is and
one even got it confused with
Iran.
Now, these people were college
people and happen to be considerably above the general level of
geographic literacy which, according to Dr. John W . Studebaker,
is lower in the United States than
in any other civilized country of
the world. These people were also
the people who have the greatest
immediate stake in th1~ present
difficulties between our country
and the Soviet Union.
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When one sees this sort of thing
it becomes harder and harder to
understand the strange line of reasoning that prompts high school
administrators to set up courses
in ballet, thirteenth century Minnesingers, principles of cosmetology, and other such exotic courses
while neglecting the basic disciplines that underlie sound citizenship. School administrators have
told us that they fear that many
of the courses that were once offered in high schools are beyond
the abilities of high school boys
and girls and our answer has always been that such thinking indicates an underestimate of the tremendous potential power of the
developing mind.
It is literally true to say that
the person who does not know
where things and places are in this
world is incapable of doing any intelligent thinking about the problems of our world. The great issues
of our times are, first of all, theological and, secondly, social. It is
a sad commentary that those issues
lie in the very fields which high
school students have least opportunity to explore.

Who's Misinforming Whom?
happen so fast nowadays
it is hard to remember
even a week back let alone a
couple of months. But if, in this
HINGS
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heat, the effort is not too
great, let us try to recall the month
of May and the President's nonpolitical trip across the n ation.
And the reason we go to all the
trouble is that the President made
some remarks on that trip to which
we, as the obj ect of his remarks,
wish to take exception.
The burden of the President's
remarks was that the newspapers
(and, by implication, the news
magazines) have been giving the
people a distorted version of the
news and that he found it necessary to go abroad in the land, now
and then, to set the record straight.
The story is one which the President has frequently told b efore
and fits in with his general testiness toward the press.
Now, we would be the first to
concede that every publication h as
its slant, its bias. We might be willing even to concede that the press
generally has not gone along with
Mr. Truman's policies or with Mr.
Roosevelt's before him. But the
newspapers and magazines have
reason to feel that Mr. Truman
does not enter the fracas with altogether clean hands, either.
Take this cross-country trip, for
instance. Mr. Truman said that
it was strictly non-political. The
newspapers called it the opening
gun in the 1950 campaign. Somebody was in error. Was it the newspapers?
Numerous other examples might

5

be cited to show that the papers
have done a fairly creditable job
of keeping the people informed,
often in matters which the administration seemingly felt it would
be better for the people not to be
let in on. If anybody has been
lacking in confidence in the intelligence and judgment of the people, it has been the men in government agencies with their predilections for stamping everything
"restricted" or "classified."

Mr. Reston's Answer

A s of

as we are on the subject
newspapers, we might as
well take up the frequent criticisms that the papers are too superficial in their reporting of the
news and too prone to play up the
insignificant, sensational angles.
The answer to that criticism, according to 1ames Reston, diplomatic correspondent of the New
York Tim es, is that the papers
print what people will read and
that "if people want to run away
from serious news, which is always
harder to read than some other
kinds of news, there is very little
that we can do about it."
Circulation figures bear out Mr.
Reston's statement. His own paper, generally conceded to be one
of the five or six best in the world,
has only a few more than half a
million readers for its weekday
LONG
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editions. Compare that figure with
the two and a quarter million figure for the sensational New York
News, the million readers of the
Daily Mirror and the Chicago
Tribune, and the generally high
figures for the other "popular"
papers and it isn't hard to see why
some editors see more significance
in a two-column cut of a Florida
beach girl than they see in a threeparagraph account of the installation of a new Greek ministry.
It is still true that in our imperfect world people get just about
what they really want. More than
one newspaper has gone out of
business because its editors persisted in marketing an unsalable
commodity. For more particulars
on this subject, write Mr. Marshall
Field who has had some recent
experience along these lines.

Reform and Vested Interests
may repeat our remark
above that people get just about
what they really want, we should
like to apply it to what has happened to the reports and recommendations of the Hoover CommissiOn.
',Yhen the Commission's recommendations were first published,
they were greeted with almost universal approval. Everybody agreed
that the government needed a gen-
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eral overhauling and streamlining.
But then people started reading
the report and got down into the
fine type where specific recommendations were made for improv·
ing governmental efficiency. And
that was when the song suddenly
changed key.
In a speech a few weeks ago,
Mr. Hoover noted that "practically every single item in this pro·
gram has invariably met with opposition of some vested official, or
it has disturbed some vested habit
or offended some organized minority." Of course, as Mr. Hoover
pointed out, none of these officials
or minorities disagreed with the
report as a whole. It was only to
the part that affected them that
they took exception.
And so it seems that we are not
going to get much reorganization
after all. And why not? Because
we won't demand it. And why
won't we demand it? Because only
very few of us feel any personal
involvement in the success or failure of the program. The "vested
officials" of whom Mr. Hoover
spoke do feel a personal involvement and the feeling has led to
action on their part. Until the
Commission can dramatize, in
terms understandable to every one
of us, the meaning of the reorganization program for each individual one of us, the program
has no chance of success.
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In Closing

now a few happy notes before we leave for vacation.
Those of us whose work requires
a close observation of the day's
• news fall all too easily into the
heresy of defeatism. Ever since the
l, serpent baited the fatal apple with
the promise that it would make
man like God, we have been behaving like devils and the news of the
day recounts our ugly behavior.
i
But if we must beware the man
who shuts his eyes to human wick., edness, we must be just as ware the
man who sees nothing but the
beast in his fellowmen. Men have
done some very ugly things these
past twelve months. Men have also
done some outstandingly fine
• things in tha t same time.
We lack sr)aCe to mention all of
the examples that come to mind
1
but certainly any balanced view of
the world must take into account
I the fact that this year, which saw
..,. a sharper rift between East and
I' West, saw also the far-reachina
.. Schumann proposal for briclgin~
the historic gulf between the Ge;
man and the French people. And
in a year when ill will seemed the
• order of the day, one man of peace,
Trygve Lie, went his lonely way
-<. to Moscow, carrying with him the
hopes of millions.
And while the discredited junior
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senator from \Visconsin was trying
to make political capital out of a
serious national problem, able and
conscientious senators like Vandenberg and Taft and Douglas
and Kefauver and Lodge and Long
and Morse and Tobey were giving
their best thought and effort to
the grave problems that accompany world leadership. Such efforts, in their very nature, are dayto-day affairs and only occasionally make the headlines.
We have found that the best
antidote to the day's news is a
walk downtown with frequent
stops along the way to talk with
the people whose names never appear in print. Quantitatively, they
far outnumber the few whose
names make the front pages day
after day and qualitatively their
influence is more profound and
lasting than is the influence of the
speechmakers and the men of affairs. It was among the humble
and unknown that our Lord found
the little company of men through
whom He turned the Roman
world upside down and we have
no doubt that He is at work in the
world of 1950, not so much perhaps in Washington or Moscow
or London as in Cassopolis and
Meshchevsk and Tiverton and the
thousand other out-of-the-way
places where so many would least
expect to find Him.

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-P ILGRIM's PROGRESS
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produced a different world and
the man of 1500 would have found
the spiritual and intellectual
clima te of r6oo confusing and
strange.
This historical axiom rises like
a forbidding and almost insurmountable barrier between the
mid-twentieth century and the
work of Johann Sebastian Bach.
The world is not merely two hundred years older. It is a different
world. Its artistic and spiritual
idioms have changed. Its intellectual climate would be strange to
the cantor of Leipzig. When he
died, the tide of faith was still full
and strong and the western world
had not yet decided to believe in
unbelief. The world of 1750 was
a comparatively quiet world in
which the music of a man, singing
greatly to his God and Savior,
could be heard and loved by men
and women who lived and believed simply. When they heard
"Gottes Zeit ist die beste Zeit" they
understood the music and the message. Seated at his organ or his

Bach in the Twentieth Century
died on
July 28, 1750. The two centuries which separate the world of
1950 from his world were without
parallel in the history of mankind.
In terms of cataclysmic change
they were longer than any other
centuries in the memory of men.
The distance which now separates
the man of the mid-twentieth century from the half-blind musician
who died quietly at Leipzig two
hundred years ago is almost beyond measuring. It is a truism of
history that the mere counting of
the years is seldom a complete
measure of the intellectual and
spiritual gap between men and
events of different eras. Only the
content of the years is the ultimate
standard of measurement. In this
sense some centuries may be very
short; but when the floods of great
and profound changes sweep over
humanity they may become very
long. For example, the century between 1500 and 16oo A.D. certainly
OHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
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desk the great cantor spoke to
them in the idiom of their faithful hearts. True, not all of them
understood him clearly, for the
idiom of supreme surrendered
faith was raised to its highest
power. The massive truths of
Christianity were expressed, perhaps for the first time, in a music
which, though bound by all the
limitations of earth and time, approximated most closely the towering grandeur and glory of their
meaning for the hearts of men.
The i-nscriptions above most of
his cantatas, for example-the S.
D.G. (Soli Deo Gloria) or J.J.
(lesu juva)-were not merely in
keeping with the custom of his
day; they were an honest expression of an attitude of mind and
heart. All this magnificent music
was really to the glory of God and
needed the help of our Lord incarnate for its composition and
performance.
It must be evident, therefore,
~ that the barrier between Bach and
the twentieth century mind rise
in several areas. Great art in the
service of high religion is foreign
to us. Whether our neurotic age
has produced any truly great music
.., I must leave to the judgment of
artists, critics, and posterity.
J
Stravinsky, Hindemith, Shostakovitch, and Sessions speak a bewildering and mysterious tongue
to the musical amateur. Below

9

them, we, the people, suspect lurks
a host of poseurs, immature and
shoddy, perpetually confined to
the left bank of the world. If an
age is known by what it tolerates,
in art as well as in all the other
areas of the life of the spirit, we
of the mid-twentieth century will
not be favorably known to our
children and children's children.
We wander helplessly between the
octavality which we cannot understand and the saccharine sentimentality of the popular songs which
we take to our hearts as a partial
escape from the pain and terror of
life.
Confronted by Bach, the artist,
the twentieth century man must
be bewildered. The gap between
the "Rhapsody in Blue" and the
"Mass in B-minor" is too great.
But even more tragic is the amazement of the modern mind when
it is confronted by Bach, the man
of faith. What shall the new pagan
do with a man who so magnificent·
ly fused high art and high religion? Or how can many modern
Christians, accustomed to shoddiness, emotionalism and subjectivity in their religious life, understand a man who humbly accepts
the great objective truths of Christianity and pours them into music
which makes them live and breathe
and march into the souls of men?
That sort of thing is beyond us.
We cannot love the music of Bach

10
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because we do not sh are the faith
of Bach. In the truest sense of the
word his approach was sacramental. He used the mechanics of music-the arduous task of composition, the limited but honest resources of the eighteenth century
organ, the oboe and the harpsichord-as means to an end. Under
his h eart and hands, they b ecame
vehicles of a faith that used them
to their highest potentiality. They
now spoke of God, of life, of death,
of faith, of hope, of atonement and
forgiveness in terms so sure and
magnificent that our anxious and
questioning age hears only faint
and far trumpets from a forgotten
country.
In a certain sense Bach is a
paradox. When we speak of his art
as a reflection of his faith, one
might conceivably think of him as
a highly subjective artist. As
Schweitzer has pointed out, exactly the opposite is true. With the
exception of a few occasional
pieces there is h ardly a single echo
of his personal, subjective life in
his cotnpositions. He is the greatest objective artist in the history
of the Western world. "\Vagner
once wrote that Beethoven's "C
Sharp Minor Quartette" was an
actual day in Beethoven's life.
Nothing like that could ever be
said of the cantor of Leipzig. True,
his music and his faith are inseparable; but his faith w~s grounded

-
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in given, objective materials. It c
was mystic and immediate only in ,.
a limited sense. In this respect
there is an astonishing similarity
b etween Bach and Shakespeare.
Generations of English scholars
have b een puzzled by the ability
of the great dramatist to submerge
himself, for example, in the halfforgotten, tenuous legend of a
Danish prince and build it into
"Hamlet." They have scanned every word and every line of his plays
in a vain search for more light
on his personal life and fo r tunes.
They have found so little that the
gap between the facts we know
about the simple, practical bard
of Avon and the greatness of his
dramas is almost incredible.
Something similar is true of the
man who made and played music
in Germany from 1685 to 1750. An
examination of his life reveals a
bourgeois pattern which seemingly could never have produced the
"Mass" or the "Passions." He has
petty quarrels with his councils
and boards, he is triumphant over
an increase in salary, he worries "'
about the fact that funerals are
being conducted without music
(and, therefore, without fees for
the musician), he writes dedica- ,..
tions to princelings which are almost fawning pleas for a little
more consideration, especially financial.
And yet-this man, completel y

I
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typical of the eighteenth century
middle class, wrote the "Et Incarnatus" and the "Crucifixus."
There were no tantrums, no mystic rhapsodies, no shattering emotional storms which so many of us
have come to associate with great
art. What was his secret? How
could he spend hours at the tedious task of mastering the fingering
of the "Oboe d' amore" and then
set the Last Supper to music which
is incomparable in its radirmt
majesty and unearthliness?
The answer lies, I believe (and
here is the difference between
Shakespeare and Bach), in the
value and power of the materials
of his faith. Specifically, he had
at his command two inexhaustible
treasuries of material for great music: the facts and words of the
Gospel story and the hymns of the
Reformation, especially of Martin
Luther. The former became, under
his genius, the "Passions," the cantatas, the "Mass." The latter provided the melodic structure for the
endless beauty of the choral preludes. Many critics have emphasized the surpassing brilliance and
sensitivity with which Bach accomplished this task. The music
never overwhelms the words. Even
at first hearing one feels instinctively that this music is the final
and perfect garment, purple and
gold, for the truths expressed in
the words. Especially Schweitzer
has pointed to this perfect wed-
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ding. Bach gives the words of Holy
Scripture, or the Creed or the Lutheran hymn a rhythm which
seems to be inevitable. "Not only
the body but the soul of the message is connected into tone." Examples of this tremendous reach
for the inner meaning of the text
arc almost innumerable. Into the
joy of the Christmas Oratorio he
introduces the solemn strains of "0
Sacred Head, Now Wounded" and
the shadow of the Cross suddenly
falls, properly and truly, over the
Manger. The music accompanying the words of the Eucharist in
the "Passion According to St. Matthew" has no trace of grief or approaching death but only peace
and triumph. The "Credo" in the
"Mass in B Minor" is sung against
the measured confident beat of
the Church Militant marching to
its consummation. Schweitzer
writes: "If the text speaks of drifting mists, of boisterous winds, of
roaring rivers, of waves that ebb
and flow, of leaves falling from
the tree, of bells that ring for the
dying, of the confident faith that
walks with firm steps, of the weak
faith that falters insecure, of the
proud who will be abased and the
humble who will be exalted, of
Satan rising in rebellion, of angels
poised on the clouds of heaven,
then one sees and hears all this in
his music."
If one were to say that this
unique achievement is the result
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only of his musical genius, the
twentieth century would probably
be content with the explanation
and accept it. We could then understand Bach as much or as little
as we understand any other genius. Unfortunately for the modern
mind, however, that would not be
the whole truth. Coupled with his
astonishing musical genius there
is something equally important
and just as vitally necessary for
a complete understanding of his
achievement. As we have noted a
part of the wall between our age
and the cantor of Leipzig is in
the realm of faith. He was a humble child of God in a sense which
we have almost lost in our time.
He was always the ~(ondering
child on Christmas morning. The
most mysterious and most misunderstood declaration of our Lord,
"Except ye become as little children," finds one of its most illuminating commentaries in ~he
work of Bach. The sense of wonder, of adoration, of unquestioning faith which is the mark of
childhood is focused upon him
and his music. What he was singing and playing was true, eternally true, and because it was, its
garment of music had to be good
and true and beautiful. The technical equipment of his genius and
the incredible richness of his invention were servants, willing and
glad, of a God who, at a given
moment in time, joined the lm-

man race and became a baby, a
carpenter, a suffering servant, a
risen and triumphant Lord. That,
Bach thought and believed, was
wonderful beyond all wonder; and
the music through which the story
was told had to be as full of wonder as man could make it.
In this achievement he was, of
course, in the great Christian tradition of high art. The medieval
stone mason carefully chipping at
a figure in the chancel of the
cathedral at Chartres would have
understood him well. Francis
Thompson, reaching for heaven
from the gutters of London and
expressing the inevitability of God
in the "Hound of Heaven" was
Bach's brother. Martin Luther,
singing of the coming of God to
his little boy Hans, was one of the
men who made the cantor of Leipzig possible. They were-and are
-spiritual contemporaries, united
in a single greatness which is not
touched by the passing of the
years.
Clearly, our age, cynical, sophisticated and pagan, is ill prepared
to understand these wondering
and brilliant children of God.
Curiously, however, we have witnessed in our time a revival of interest in Bach which is one of the
most astonishing and promising
phenomena of recent years. It began, of course, as far back as Mendelssohn and has grown steadily
through the years. It is probably
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true that more Bach is being and savagery which has brought
played and sung in the middle of the Western world to the edge of
the twentieth century than ever doom. We now know our world
before. Much of it may be done for what it is and we see no reason
poorly and with little understand- why our artists should remind m
ing of his music, but the fact re- of it with wearying monotony.
mains that it is being done. I have Just beneath the surface of life
seen students of modern music sit, there is a new longing for order,
quiet and spellbound, before the dignity, and beauty, for art that
Stokowski transcriptions of some is more than a reflection of the
of the choral preludes. They may momentary and the evil, for artists
be "Bach once-removed," as the who will write and paint and sing
scholars contend, but the grea t with the accent of the eternal. All
touch was still there and the re- this may still be vague and unexsponse to it in the hearts of young pressed but it is very real. No obmen and women who had lived server of the overtones and underwith the horrors of the radio and tones of our age can afford to igthe name bands was warm and nore it. A few weeks ago I watched
immediate.
an audience of more than a thouHow can this be explained and sand people in one of our midwhat promise does it hold for the western cities at a concert which
future? If the barrier between our consisted largely of the music of
age and Johann Sebastian Bach, Bach. They listened with silent
still very real and very high, is and wondering attention. It was
both artistic and spiritual, it is clear that some of the more diffiprobably true that its partial cult numbers left them bewildcrumbling is due also to pressure ered; but it was also evident that
in both areas. Artistically, we have they were aware of the return of
grown weary of noise and confu- greatness to the twentieth century.
sion. We know now that the first This was not a momentary, trivial
half of the twentieth century has musical idiom. This was, they felt,
been bad from every point of view however dimly, a form of art
and we no longer want to see antl which could speak to them and
hear its badness-social, moral, their children's children with
artistic and spiritual-reflected in equal power and vigor.
our art forms. We know the terror
The rising tide of awareness of
of hate and war. We have heard Bach results finally, however, from
the roar of our great cities. We the pressure in the area of faith.
have seen the barbarian within If we have grown weary of artistic
ourselves, the sudden animality shoddiness, we have grown even
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more weary of our long wandering
in the spiritual desert of the twentieth century. Perhaps it is too
early to say that the tide of faith
is running strong again, but it is
certainly true that unbelief is beginning to ebb. The prophets of
science have failed us. We h ave
multiplied things and added nothing to our joy. Our roads to h appiness and peace have ended in
blind alleys. The few remaining
voices from the exhausted wells of
twentieth century thought no
longer have either relevance or
power. We want something better
and stronger and wiser than the
ideologies which have made the
world of 1950.
To such a world in transition
-anxious, afraid and lonely-Johann Sebastian Bach speaks with
singular power. He has something
to say which meets our condition.
Whether it be through the marching confidence of the fugue, or the
crying of the despairing soul in
Ich ruf Zu Dir, Herr ]esu Christ,
or the arrangement of Ein' Feste
Burg ist unser Gott he is using a
language, universal and permanent, which we are beginning to
understand again. The musical
idiom may still be strange and
new to us but the spiritual power

for which the music is the vehicle
comes to the wounded spirit of our
time with startling and healing
relevance. In Bach the music and
the faith were inseparable; in our
own age their fusion could easily
be one of the distinctive marks of
a turning point in history.
A few moments ago I walked
down the streets of the great city,
entered a little shop, and asked
the proprietor to play a few Bach
recordings. His eyes lighted with
joy. Together we listened quietly
as the twentieth century rolled by
the door. Here were the two
worlds in burning focus and contrast. Our world, I knew, could return to the joy and peace of God
without Johann Sebastian Bach.
We do not need music, however
great and faithful, to believe. I
also knew, however, that the humble cantor could tell us about his
God and his Savior in a language
and tone which would bring us
near again to the power and glory
which rings forever through the
ages of faith. The tumult and the
shouting would die, and in our
hearts, now silent too long, would
echo again the music of trust and
hope and love. We would listen
to Johann Sebastian Bach and the
world would be better for it.

'

'

A Listener"s Life of Bach
By

ROBERT

1

BACHMAN

that music of thine
makes me feel as though I
could not do anything wrong for
at least the whole of a week after
hearing it!" declared a pupil of
Bach. This year the world commemorates the two hundredth anniversary of Johann Sebastian
Bach's death. Even the Communists have "discovered" Bach. Saying that Bach was one of the great
founders of "German unity"
makes him at least a fellow traveler, they seem to imply. But the
fact that he was a deeply religious
composer causes the leftish thinkers some concern. Dr. Karl Laux,
a member of the Bach Committee
for Eastern Germany, argued at
length recently that Bach wasn't
really religious after all.
However, his life seems to prove
differently. And churches of all denominations all over the world are
regularly playing his music, his
complete organ works are being
performed by E. Power Biggs on
the national coverage of the CBS
radio network; at the Edinburgh
Festival in Scotland ten concerts

M
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have been arranged honoring
Bach; our leading universities and
musical organizations are planning
special convocations and other
events in this observance of the
bicentennial of his death. In an
analysis of the organ recital programs of 1948 in The Diapason, a
composition by Bach heads the
long list, and, further, his compositions form 21.9 per cent of the
overall total of organ pieces played
in that year by professional organists in this country.
Bach is a church musician. His
S.D.G. (Soli Deo Gloria, "to God
alone be praise") and the J.J.
(Jesu juva, "Help me, Jesus!")
with which he garnishes his scores,
are for him no formulas, but the
Credo that runs through all his
work. "Music is an act of worship
with Bach," explains Schweitzer
in J. S. Bach, probably the outstanding work on the interpretation of his music. "His artistic activity and his personality are both
based on his piety. If he is to be
understood from any standpoint
at all, it is from this. All great art,

-
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even secular, is in itself religiom
in his eyes; for him the tones do
not perish, but ascend to God like
praise too deep for utterance."
This musician, destined to be
fettered and handicapped by inadequate orchestras, imperfect organs, listless and unbalanced
choirs and at times an even more
listless public, was born March 23,
1685, into a family whose very
name was synonymous with that
of music. Geographically it would
be difficult to propose a spot more
fitting than Eisenach for Sebastian's birthplace. It is in the heart
of Germany, sheltered under the
beautiful tree clad summits of the
Thuringian forest. Towering precipitously on the south, the stately Wartburg once sheltered Luther. Within this castle, to whose
beckoning walls Sebastian often
must have climbed, the chamber
was accessible in which the German Bible had its birth and the
valiant hymn-tunes of the Reformation were conceived.
Bach was left an orphan at the
age of ten. The eldest of his
brothers, Johann Christoph, took
Sebastian with him to Ohrdruf,
where he was organist. It was here
that Bach's deeper spiritual desires were born. Young Sebastian,
like most believers, came to know
the Lord during his early adolescence. His life was to be a testimony of what the Lord can do
through one who dedicates his tal-

ents to the work of the Lord. Bach
attended the gymnasium (school)
here, and his brother instructed
him in music. Young Sebastian
was too zealous for his teacherbrother. Once he asked the latter
for a volume of difficult clavier
pieces. Being refused it, he dragged
it with his tiny hands through the
latticed door of the cupboard in
which it was kept, and copied it
out on moonlit nights. In six
months the copy was complete.
The brother heard of it, however,
and took the copy from him.
Music was only a part of the
heritage that Bach received from
his family. "Besides happy contentedness, which is indispensable
to the cheerful enjoyment of life,"
writes Forkel, the first real biographer of Bach, "the different
members of this family had a very
great attachment to each other.
As it was impossible for them all
to live in one place, they resolved
at least to see each other once a
year and fixed a certain day upon
which they had all to appear at an
appointed place. Their amusements, during the time of their
meeting, were entirely musical. ...
The first thing they did, when
they were assembled, was to sing
a hymn."
In school young Bach studied
Luther's Catechism, Bible history,
reading and writing, German, Latin, and Greek among other things.
He made some spare cash singing

•
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at weddings and funerals in a
boys' choir even as Luther had
done before him. If he had finished
his last year, he would have been
ready for the university education
such as he provided for his sons.
But at fifteen Bach was beckoned
to the open road to seek his fortune in music. It was spring,
March 15th, to be exact, that he
and a companion walked to Liineburg, where Bach was to serve his
apprenticeship in the school of St.
Michael's. What was two hundred
miles when paradise was at the
other end?
It was while he was serving here
that a miracle (for that is the word
that he used later in describing
this experience to his children)
occurred. The greatest of all musicians to Bach was the old and
venerable Adam Reinken, organist and director at Hamburg, thirty miles away. Sixteen-year-old
Bach was returning afoot from
one of his pilgrimages to hear his
hero's playing when he sat down
beneath a window of an eating
place to rest. Suddenly the window
above his head was flung open and
two herring heads were thrown
out at his feet. Biting hungrily
into them, Bach discovered Danish coins which some practical
joker had placed in them. On
their strength, he retraced his steps
for a few more hours of Reinken
and his organ. It was this same
Reinken that in 1720, when nearly
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a hundred years old, was to listen
to Bach improvise on the chorale
"An Wasserfliissen Babylon," and
to be forced to compliment Bach
with "I thought this art had perish ed, but I see that it still lives
on in you!" The praise was all the
more flattering inasmuch as Reinken himself had treated the same
melody at length in a chorale prelude, of which he was not a little
proud.
Bach really began his career on
the organ bench in Arnstadt in
1703. He began his first composing, mostly for the organ, at the
same time. He put all his devotion
into his work and his compositions
reveal a keen student of the Bible.
Books have been written describing his technique of transcribing
events in the Bible into musical
expositions which defy the modern preacher to equal in words.
As respecting music for the church,
he probably would agree with Luther, who says in the preface to
Walther's chorale parts of 1524,
"I am not of the opinion that on
account of the Gospel all the arts
should be crushed out of existence,
as some over-religious people pretend, I would willingly see all the
arts, especially music, in the service of Him who has given and
created them."
A good description of Bach's
music would be "perpetually vital." A few summers ago the huge
chapel at the University of Chi-
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cago could not contain the thousands that had gathered on a stifling evening to hear forty-five of
his compositions played in one recital by the French organist, Marcel Dupre. The contemporary
American composer, Virgil Thomson, states that not one first-class
composer has written for the organ with any notable freedom or
authority since the death of Bach.
And the organ is the church's chief
musical instrument!
In every way Bach sought to instill in his pupils and others his
love for his Savior. "Figured bass,"
he states in the rules and principles of accompaniment that he
gave his pupils, "is the most perfect foundation of music. It makes
an agreeable harmony for the
glory of God and the recreation of
the soul; where this is not kept
in mind there is no true music,
but only an infernal clamour and
ranting."
Bach succeeded in writing this
into his own music. In the fall of
1820, an eleven-year-old little Jewish lad sat at the piano of a harmony class far beyond one of his
years, in the Singakademie in Berlin. They were studying, by way
of illustration, a simple little hymn
by an obscure German master.
The little fellow, moved deeply by
the music and the words, began
to sing, too, with all his heart,
along with the rest of the class.
After they were through, a student

nudged his companion and said
loudly enough for all to hear,
"How appropriate! The little Jew
kid raises his voice to the Savior,
tool" Even the teacher was forced
to laugh. But the little blackhaired Jew ran all the way home
and sobbed out his story to his
father. The next day the father
took his boy over to the church to
be baptized, for Bach and his St.
Matthew Passion chorale had converted Felix Mendelssohn!
Bach's rather large personal library numbered many of Luther's
writings among its preponderately
theological works. He was modest,
calling keyboard show-off's "Clavier Horsemen." He had a high
sense of integrity that was well
regarded by others. Once when
inspecting a new organ, he recommended that the builder be paid
more than that which the contract
called for, for doing such an excellent job. The builder received
the extra payment. This robust
man, who seems to be in the thick
of life with his family and his
work, again and again gives voice
to a wonderful, serene longing for
death. And nowhere is his speech
so moving as in the cantatas in
which he discourses on the release
of the body from this world. However, like most of us, Bach was
b.uman and failed to always reach
perfection in his daily life. At
times he was prone to be stubborn,
clinging like a bulldog to that
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which he thought to be right. It
might even be called obstinacy.
This independence caused many
minor difficulties between himself
and authorities. Once he was even
arrested for it. In 1708 Bach entered the employment of the Duke
of Sachsen-Weimar in the city of
vVeimar, which was to become
more famously known through
such names as Goethe, Schiller,
Liszt, and the short-lived Weimar
Republic. Duke Wilhelm Ernst as
a boy of seven had exchanged his
ducal seat for the pulpit in the
castle chapel to preach his first
sermon. His motto was "Alles mit
Gott" (Everything with God), and
all his life the castle chapel was
the center of the court's life. The
Duke did not like to part with
his employees. Bach's continuous
requests for permission to depart
in 1717 brought him under arrest
in the justice room. Almost a
month later he was given the
Duke's grudging permission to
leave. This was the last position
that Bach keld as an organist.
A token of his insistence upon
putting first things first is revealed
by the last of his Weimar pupils,
Johann Gotthil£ Ziegler, afterwards organist at Halle, who has
recorded a detail of his master's
teaching: "Herr Capellmeister
Bach, who is still ( 1746) living, instrU<!ed me when playing hymns
not to treat the melody as if it
alone were important, but to in-
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terpret the words through the
melody."
While still at Weimar there occurred the famous contest about
which has been said, "It was an
honour to Pompey that he was
conquered by Caesar, and to
Marchand to be only vanquished
by Bach." The occurrence of the
idea of a contest was probably due
to the simultaneous appearance
in Dresden of two distinguished
players and to d etermine whether
Germany or France had the best
clavier player. Marchand, the
flower of France's clavier players,
was on a tour of German cities.
Bach, hither to chiefly known as
an organist, was incited to send a
challenge to the Frenchman, proposing to play at sight any music
put before him, provided his opponent submitted to the same test.
The provisions were accepted, and
a time and a place were arranged.
Bach arrived at the appointed
h our, and with the umpires and a
large company awaited his opponent. Marchand did not appear,
and a messenger dispatched to his
lodgings returned with the news
that he could not be found, in fact,
he had left Dresden that morning.
Bach thereupon performed alone
and exci ted the admiration of his
audience, who applauded his personal triumph, and, with less reason, concluded the inferiority of
French to German art.
For five years beginning in 1717
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Bach was in the secular employ of
Prince Leopold at Cothen. It was
here that he wrote his famous
Brandenburg Concertos. It was
here that he had lost his first wife,
the mother of seven of his twenty
children. "God's way is the best
way," began a chorale that Bach
had already worked with and that
he was to work with again. How
can one sing of life and death who
has not touched them both? Wanting to remove himself from memories of her, the need to provide
more education for his children,
and a desire to return to church
service, prompted him to move to
Leipzig in 1723 to be connected
with the Thomasschule (school)
and the church to which it was
attached.
Bach's deliberate interpretation
of his duty at the school in Leipzig
imposed on him a heavy burden.
Here, over and above his Passions,
Oratorios, motets, and secular concerted music, he completed five
sets of cantatas, each of which
covered the whole range of the
ecclesiastical year. He composed
at least 265 cantatas during the
twenty-seven years of his Cantorship, and since he ceased to write
in that form after 1744, this astonishing output was completed in
little more than twenty years, at
the rate, on the average, of one
cantata every month!
He liked to have his family
around him. He had even formed

them into a •mall orchestra. He
missed the boys who later left
home to take positions as church
organists themselves. One can visualize them gathering around music
stands while hymns such as "J esu,
Joy of Man's Desiring" were performed. The clear voice of his
wife, Magdalena, would sing to
their accompaniment. It was for
her that he started a musical notebook which began with their customary invocation, "In Jesus'
Name." This volume contains
Bach's famous "French Suites"
which are familiar to all of today's
piano students.
His eyesight had long been failing; from earliest youth he had
taxed it beyond its normal service,
with consequences that his later
pictures unmistakably disclose.
Towards the end of 1749 his sight
was so troublesome that, on the
advice of friends, he consulted a
specialist. The following operation was unsuccessful.
At the last he was working on
the tune that he had once set to
"Wenn wir in hochsten Nothen
sein" (In our Hour of Deepest
Need). But he was no longer thinking of these stanzas. Death had
never seemed terrible or forbidding to him, and now, facing eternity, he bade his student, Alnikol,
head the movement with the title
of another hymn, also associated
with this melody (Vor deinen
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Thron tret ich hiemit), whose first
and last verses were on his lips:
Before Thy throne, my God, I stand,
Myself, my all, are in Thy hand;
Turn to me Thine approving face,
Nor from me now withhold Thy grace.
Grant that my end may worthy be,
And that I wake Thy face to see,
Thyself for ever evermore to know!
Amen, Amen, God grant it sol

Abruptly the manuscript ends in
the middle of the twenty-sixth bar.
The city was darkening and
hushed when he joined the Choir
Eternal, at a quarter to nine on
Tuesday evening, July 28, 1750.
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Suggested Reading
Schweitzer, Albert. ]. S. Bach. A
clear interpretation of his music.
Terry, Charles Sanford. Bach, a
Biography. Deals with the man
himself.
Suggested Listening
Columbia record album, A Bach
Program. The Philadelphia Orchestra, Eugene Ormandy, conducting. A good, general introduction to the music of Bach.
Radio Station WILL (University
of Illinois, Urbana) Fridays,
2:oop.m., Bach and His Music.
E. Power Biggs, organist. Columbia Broadcasting System. See
local radio schedules.

Worldly authority is not ordained in order that the
rulers may exploit and abuse their subjects, but that
they get the best and greatest profit from them. The
Romans used to call their princes Patres Patriae. We
should blush that we never call or regard our princes
as fathers of the land. Our prince is our father, and so
is our mayor, for through him, as through a father, God
gives us food and protects our home. Therefore we must
honor, obey, and love them, so that a subject should
regard his prince as the greatest treasure and should beware of rebellion.
MARTIN LUTHER, On the Fifth Commandment (1528)

The Lore of Folklore
HERBERT H. UMBACH, PH.D.

Professor of English,
Valparaiso University

and symbol, when used
M effectively,
have been the

ten change these tales and tunes
so that they might sound better
to new hearers, sometimes with
local application. Even the professional bard, scop, troubadour,
and Minnesinger would specialize
in such narratives and lyrics, as
do modern raconteurs and balladiers. After the contents and
possibly the form had been altered
no matter how minutely and frequently, the original author or
composer inevitably was forgotten.
It could not be said truly that
any of them had come out of the
heart or mind of any one person.
In other words, they came from
the communal warp and woof of
people or folk-we Americans are
more likely to say "folks"-of the
neighborhood from which the
idea and its symbol came.
The art of literature owes a
great debt to this humble technique known as folklore, for literature (namely, recorded poetry
and prose) is filled with elements
taken over from the tradition of
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best of contributors to the appeal
of matters artistic. In their ability
to transport us to the realm of the
spirit, they far excel the merely
reliable data of factual evidence
or the straightforward testimony
of scientific prose. Since the very
beginning of time itself, moreover,
the human heart has persistently
clarified its deepest longings and
feelings either by means of religion (which does not concern us
directly in this article) or through
the communications of such things
as tales, riddles, proverbs, legends,
nursery rimes, charms, spells,
weather and plant omens, animal
lore, rituals, ceremonial customs,
ballad beliefs, and the like. Evermore people have enjoyed telling
popular stories and singing favorite songs.
Before manuscripts, books, and
other means of publishing, listeners would orally repeat such folk
antiquities or mythology, and of22
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folklore. For example, the Robin
Hood chivalry and roguery are
motivated by an other-worldly
code of human relationship. Our
acceptance of the childish lovetest in King Lear is helped by
realization of the fact that this
motif was an already familiar one
long before. The effects of such unusual works as Coleridge's Christabel or Keats's The Eve of St.
Agnes depend upon the recognition of popular superstitions or
myths. Also modern writers imply
such understanding. Unless we are
acquainted with fairy legend,
James Stephens' The Crock of
Gold moves us little. Can you experience vicariously Stephen Vincent Benet's The Devil and Daniel
Webster without some grasp of
romanticized demonology?
We recognize these folk qualities more easily in older literature.
That beautiful metrical romance
of the Middle Ages, Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight, of unknown authorship but created for
a cultured audience, centers
around the folk-formula of the
challenging of a mortal by a supernatural being to a beheading
contest. More than that, the binding force of the covenant is sealed
by primitive attitudes rather than
by rational rules or by tournament
mores and society's code of procedure. Again, one of the highest
ranking of world dramas, Hamlet,
is a vital re-working by Shake-
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speare of the timeless exile-andreturn formula. On the humorous
side, consider the folk role of Mak
in The Second Shepherds' Play.
Such devices are the core of folklore. Although my examples are
taken from British and American
literature, a comparative study of
literatu re shows them existing in
any language. Without them, I
wonder, would there be lasting
literature?
Appreciation of anonymous
transmission by word of mouth,
supplemented at times by written
record, is the essential approach to
enjoyment of this kind of spiritual history of mankind; for instance, of the Holy Grail motif in
idyll and opera, rather than by
identifiable Tennyson and Wagner, whose treatments thereof
seem final. Archaic but living souls
of the people appear in surviving
fiction, tradition, custom, and ceremony, in folksay, folksong, and
folkways. Though these may be
further reshaped by an artist and
later again be taken over by the
folk, none the less the unsophisticated folk quality is what perpetually provides the richness of meaning. Show me someone who does
not enjoy exploring in the unusual realm of folklore, and by the
same token I will show you that
he has not done more than exist.
A constructive imagination is the
open sesame!
These thoughts were stimulated
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by a recent opportunity I had for
the independent study of folklore,
particularly our native variety, in
the chief American depository of
such wealth, the Library of Congress-and by the recent publication of several folklore books of
major significance, at the close of
last year. The remainder of this
article will tell about these three
books, the first encyclopedic, the
next generic, and the last specialized folklore.
Chief of these newest discussions
is the first volume of what may
become definitive in this field,
Funh & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary of Folklore, Mythology,
and Legend, edited by Maria
Leach and Jerome Fried with twoscore of consultants (Funk & Wagnails Co., New York, 1949, 53 1
pages, $7.50). The second volume,
which will complete the work, is
scheduled for 1950. An index, in
preparation, will be publi·s hed
separately.
As the preface outlines its purpose,
This book is an experiment: an
attempt to cut a cross section into the
spiritual content of the world, an attempt to gather together in one place
several thousand things h eretofore
scattered in learn ed journals, memoirs, monographs, manuscripts, rar e
and out-of-print books, records transcribed by working anthropologists
and folklorists in the field-and in
people's heads. Completen ess was an

end never contemplated. . . . The
archives of the nations contain folk
tales, songs, proverbs, riddles that
would mount into millions if all totals -.
were added. Completeness can never
be an end until there comes an enrl
to spon taneous song and creative symbol, or an end to the grim or humorous "saw" with which the human
mind meets its situation.

The book is thus a specialized "'
dictionary that deals primarily
with the terminology and ideas of
a particular branch of knowledge. 1In no other one book are printed
the richness, vitality, and range
of ancient and modern world-lore •
here assembled in hundreds of articles and definitions by leading
folklorists such as Archer Taylor,
Roger Sherman Loomis, and Benjamin A. Botkin.
There is genuine advantage in
a single alphabetical sequence
(this volume goes from A through -4o
I). Suppose you are seeking relia ble but brief information on
heroes or gods, tales or motifs, customs or beliefs, dances or songs,
games or proverbs, and so forth;
this is the book to consult on such
heritages. And always, as in die- ...
tionary use, one acqu ires much
unexpected information of a sociological kind in the process of
looking for the sp ecial topic
sought. Even the dust jacket is
helpful: it reprints 25 pictograph- •
ic symbols of general folklore and
identifies them lucidly.
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This large volume ignores the
ambiguity in the word "folklore,"
namely, the double meaning of
• the material and its study, because
both are found here in full harmony. The ... Standard Dictionary of Folklore . . . is practical
for scholars seeking precise discussion of such technicalities as dif• fusion, acculturation, abracadabra,
amulet, and incubus (to name a
choice few), or concentrated articles on American, Australian, Celtic, Chinese, Finnish, French, Germanic, Indian, Indonesian, and
the like varieties. Greek and Ro• man culture are treated sparingly
because they are the best known
folklore and most voluminously
written about elsewhere. For the
general reader I recommend the
excellent handling of such popular subjects as eclipses, fearsome
critters, the dance, either folk or
.,. primitive, balladry, demon lovers,
ageless pastimes, the comics, autograph album rimes, bundling,
birthdays, candle devices, confession, and numerous more that will
furnish both pleasure and instruction.
Next in importance is A Harvest of World Folk Tales edited in
English by Milton Rugoff, with
illustrations and decorations by
Joseph Low (Viking Press, New
York, 1949, 734 pages, $3.95). This
anthology contains nearly 200 tales
designed for popular use, spans
almost 4,ooo years, and covers 19
~
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world areas where this oral and
literary form of narrative abounds.
"It is for such tales, told since the
dawn of man's imagination, that
we should reserve the words timeless and universal."
Readability for adults, the chief
purpose of this collection, led Mr.
Rugoff (sometime college professor, at present editor of the Chanticleer Press) to select carefully the
best existing versions. The original language form usually came
from distinguished authors such
as Richard Burton, the brothers
Gri m m, Douglas Hyde, Hans
Christian Andersen, Benedetto
Croce, Constance Rourke, etc. Variety with cultural interest, the
other editorial policy, is the reason why you here find myths and
legends, jests and drolls, ghost
stories and animal stories, moral
tales and mysteries, tall tales and
fairy tales, fantastic and dramatic narratives-all of them originating with the folk. All important
categories are represented. To
name just a few characters, also,
here are Paul Bunyan in t,.he
American section, Rabbi Eliezer
in the Jewish, Brer Rabbit in the
Latin American, Odin in the
Scandinavian, Psyche in the Greek,
Tyll Eulenspiegel in the German,
and Deirdre in the Irish.
Three additional features enrich this book. Numerous penand-ink drawin~s by Joseph Low,
in the style of medieval woodcuts
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with a sprinkling of fun, illustrate
tersely the chief plot or character
element. Next, each selection is
documented with a source reference to encourage ·further reading
or research. Third, the editor's informative commentaries that precede each of the 19 divisions are
helpful in suggesting parallels and
striking consistencies within a subject so seemingly diffuse.
One comment from Mr. Rugoff's introductory Note on Folk
Tales is worth repeating at this
point. "If any generalization is
possible, it is that folk tales are
success stories-success achieved
not through merit or hard work,
but through magic, luck, or cunning. Perhaps that explains their
appeal for the mass of mankind,
for hard-pressed, earthbound, luckless Everyman." Another apt generalization (substantiated in Stith
Thompson's scholarly The Folktale) is that the best of folk tales
are marked by the power of accommodation to peasant or prince,
pauper or priest.
Now a few comments on the
third book, Folk Laughter on the
American Frontier by Mody C.
Boatright (The Macmillan Co.,
New York, 1949, 182 pages, $3.00).
This is an anatomy and loosely a
history of that portion of Americans that developed in lighter
vein on the ·e ver-expanding settlement line. You can turn to it as a
synthesis of folkways, or you may

read it as a treasury of documented early American humor.
The genuine folk quality in the
1 3 high-spirited chapters is the
clue to that peculiarly native
mood that inspired what will appeal to all persons who are not
too "discombobbolated to explunctificate their passions" with
a hearty laugh. As in Walter
Blair's Native American Humor,
here are stories that frontier lawyers told, anecdotes from the pulpit, political jokes, boasts, and
whimsical portrayals of men and
manners. Through all of them one
glimpses a sturdy optimism plus
a spontaneous verbal coinage that
came from the liberating influences of pioneering democracy.
A treasure-trove of wit, local
color slang, and refreshing waggery has thus been compiled from
early newspapers, David Crockett
almanacs, and learned articles by
Prof. Boatright of the University
of Texas, whose method is both
anthological and analytical. I like
the novel forms of folk speech,
e.g., "then as now there were men
who took liquor only for medicinal purposes but who lived in
daily fear of illness"; also the realism of appeal, e.g., in an early
hotel poster which read, "The climate here is so healthy we had to
shoot a man to start our graveyard." I am pleased to see that the
idiom in which a story is told is
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indeed as much worth preserving
as is the content.
This small book draws upon a
wide variety of sources, oral and
written, is well indexed, and holds
your interest from cover to cover.
It substantiates the priceless function of humor in folklore as a
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kind of defensive armament conditioned by social or geographical
conditions. In short, here is healthy vigor that is sadly lacking in
much of modern humor. What today's sorry world needs, among
other tonics, is more of such hardy
folklore.

What is a poet? An unhappy man, who hides deep
anguish in his heart, but whose lips are so formed that
when his cries and his sighs stream over them, they
sound like beautiful music. He resembles the unfortunate creatures whom Phalaris imprisoned in his brazen
bull and there tortured over a slow fire: their cries
could not reach the ears of the tyrant, nor strike terror
into his heart; for him their cries were as the sound of
sweet music. And men crowd about the poet and say to
him: Sing for us soon again; which is as much as to say:
May new sufferings come to torture your soul, and may
your lips continue to be formed as before; for the cries
would only terrify us, but the music is delicious. And
the critics step upon the scene, and say: Quite correct;
so it ought to be by the rules of Esthetics. To be sure,
a critic resembles a poet to a hair; only he has not the
anguish in his heart, nor the music upon his lips.
S~REN KIERKEGAARD

THE

ASTROLABE
By

THEODORE GRAEBNER

come of it all no one has ever been
able to explain to me. It was all
a part of the political move to
gain the votes of the farming commm~ities. They were wooed by the
appeal to their own particular interests to such an extent that today
we find our government simply
swamped with every form of {arm
products, and increasing these
stocks at the rate of $300 million
each month. Today we have on
hand 6 Yz million bales of cotton,
and 475 million bushels of wheat,
and we also have 43 Yz million
pounds of prunes. There is a limestone cave near Atchison, Kansas,
chosen by reason of its equable
temperature for the storing of eggs
in order that the price paid to the
owners of poultry yards might be
kept up. The government purchases the surplus eggs, converts
many millions of them into white
powder, sets aside other millions
in barrels, piles barrels upon bar-

BLUE POTATOES
£ You cannot help noticing the
~ huge metal storage bins found
wherever you travel, especially in
the wheat and corn country, near
the railroad station or the grain
eleva tors. There are sometimes
ten -or twenty, sometimes as many
as fifty, eighty, or a hundred, all
of shining metal, ten or twelve
feet through and about ten feet
high. These are the granaries
which the government has put up
for the storage of surplus crops,
on which a price per bushel has
been guaranteed to the farmer.
The crops are being held off the
market because it would wreck
prices. All these bins are full to
the top with the 1949 crops of
wheat, corn, oats, and other small
grains, and there are hundreds of
millions of bushels in the aggregate. Meanwhile the farmers are:
continuing to plant these same
grains and corn, and what will be-
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rels, four and five tiers in all, covering acres and acres of ground in
the underground treasure house.
This cave has been filled with eggs
to capacity. Hundreds of millions
of them, and four other caves have
been taken over for the same purpose. Endlessly the government
purchases eggs, stores them, 62
million pounds as of January 1,
great quantities of them going
stale through age, no market in
sight, but the price must be kept
up, otherwise another branch of
the voting citizenship will turn
against the "Fair Deal." The folly
of the entire arrangement is, of
course, disclosed in the fact that
the money paid out for eggs-and
for filling the government granaries with wheat and corn-is raised
by taxation and in order that such
taxes may be collected from the
citizens there is need of employing
thousands upon thousands of government assessors, collectors, bookkeepers, prosecuting agents, and
so on.
This entire program of holding
up the market price is doomed to
abject failure, and the politicians
know it. Move around in the country areas and ask some leading
questions regarding the attitude of
the people towards the government subsidies. I have met farmers who definitely refuse to accept
a contract from the federal agents
because they have conscientious
scruples about supporting a
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scheme which is built upon the
ignorant or at least non-thinking
part of the population, is, in fact,
a job put over on the rural districts. From those who were cooperating, when asked what
would in the end become of the
old crop when market prices for
the new had to be supported by
the government, the answer invariably has been that they be
damned if thev knew.
The farme;s who have their
potatoes which the government
found unsalable turned back to
them at a cent a pound, painted
with blue ink lest they be tempted
to sell them back to the government, begin to wince when they
hear about refugees from Eastern
Germany hunting garbage pails
for remnants of food and when
they read about twenty million
Chinese exposed to starvation
through war and floods during the
present summer. It is ingrained
un-Christian selfishness that causes
people to put up with the system
and even to endorse it, as has
been the case in polls of public
opinion. One of the representative
concerns in the business of discovering what the people are
thinking today took a poll on the
question, who do the people of
this country believe did most good
for the people-was it government
-was it union leadership-or was
it business? The returns percentages ran something like this: 43
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per cent government-42 per cent
union-and 15 per cent business.
This is really a terrible situation,
when nearly half of our people
are so completely deceived by the
governmental trick of taking
money out of one of our pockets
to put it in the other, that they
act ually look upon the "Welfare
State" as something eminently desirable.

WHO IS MOLDING
PUBLIC OPINION?
~ To this question there is only
~ one answer and it is written
in boxcar letters on the pages of
the report of the Bureau of the
Budget. This report recently disclosed that in the various government departments of this country
there are upwards of 3,500 government employees devoted to the
so-called function of "public relations." Now, "public relations"
means publicity plus selling a bill
of goods, and there are more than
3,500 government agents lying
awake at night trying to find new
methods of convincing the public
that there is a Santa Claus and
that he has a huge building with
more than 3,ooo desks in Washington as a distributing center. As
a matter of fact, each department
has its own well-organized staff
looking after the public relations
of that department, with experi-

enced reporters and photographers, and with all the necessary
tape recording instruments and
everything else that go with publicity and public relations. Those
men have just one purpose m
mind, and that 1s selling their
goods day in and day out to the
American people.
Furthermore, they have only
one directive head in the long run
who sets their policy. Thirty-five
thousand people in that business
can certainly do a very effective
job m selling, especially when
they've been without any real opposition for a period of a good
many years.
We noticed that 42 per cent in
the poll above referred to regarded the labor unions as the chief
b enefactors of the American public. We may assume that many
who voted in this category were
themselves without labor affiliation. But there is food for thought
in the statistics recently supplied
by Mr. Herman W. Steinkraus,
President of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, regarding the annual income of the
labor organizations. Mr. Steinkraus
established that the annual mcome, from dues, of the CIO is
$wo,ooo,ooo, the annual "take"
of the AFL somewhere between
$75,ooo,ooo and $10o,ooo,ooo; and
the Miners' is around $5o,ooo,ooo
a year. The manner in which this
close to a quarter billion a year

,.
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in dues is administered depends
upon the judgment of three men
-who speak for 15,ooo,ooo union
members in this country-John L.
Lewis, Bill Green and Phil Murray. What they say sets the policies
of their organizations. And judging from the 42 per cent in the
poll who believe that the unions
have done most good for the people in this country, they are making a good selling job with the
general public.
The amount of pressure which
can be exerted by a well organized.
minority, as illustrated by the
groups of international unions
whose assets as given by Dr. Alexander Lipsett, a labor economist,
are between 3 and 4 billion dollars, is incalculable. Another minority group which has taken over
a large section of the law-making
arm of government is the veterans'
organizations. If there is any one
group the congressmen are afraid
to vote against, it is the veterans.
The Chamber of Commerce of the
United States recognized that the
veterans' organizations were going
to play very wild with the Hoover
Commission's reports on Veterans
Administration expense, which is
at present running at the rate of
above six billion dollars a year,
and took up the challenge of the
American Legion's attack upon
the Hoover Commission's report.
It prepared an analysis which
proves that the Hoover Commis-

sion report could save a billion
dollars a year in veterans' costs
without taking from a single veteran a single thing, but simply by
instituting efficiency and economy
where they are needed.
Now, what is the effect of this
pressuring of selfish groups on the
law-making program of our national Congress? The extravagance
fostered by such bodies has
caused prices to go up to unreasonable demands; taxes to go up
to cover a mounting government
cost; and politicians to vote for
greater benefits and higher costs.
but not for lower budgets. The resul t is that our government today
is, to a larger extent than would
appear on the surface, in the hands
of organized groups who are not
responsive to the public wishes.
The demand for economical budgeting has experienced hard sledding because of selfish interests
that demand a continuation of
policies which have ignored the
interests of 44 million non-union
workers who have no lobby in
Washington.

~
BUT THE MONOPOLIES-!
,& But are we not overlooking
~ the monopolies, "big business," which is using its great industrial machine in order to direct
the powers of government? One
thinks of the great mining con-
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cerns, the automobile manufacturers, oil and gas, and the steel
business. In the present government attack on "bigness" United
States Steel has been singled out
as the target. We are interested
therefore m the case made by
Mr. Benjamin F. Fairless, President of the United States Steel
Corporation, when he addressed
the Baltimore Association of Commerce earlier in the year. For one
thing, it appears that it isn't
"monopoly power" that keeps any
small businessman from making
steel today. It is simply a little matter of money. A single blast furnace would cost him about $12
millions and for his coke ovens,
power and fuel lines, and other
equipment he would spend about
$5o millions. For the kind of plates
and sheets used in large machinery, naval vessels, etc., his plant,
says Mr. Fairless, would cost him
something over $200 millions at
today's prices. But, he points out,
that even a large new corporation,
with plenty of capital behind it,
might hesitate prudently before
venturing into the business of
making steel-not because "monopoly" exists in the industry, but
for exactly the opposite reasonbecause of the competition which
prevails in it today!
Going down the lists in the reports of the United States Census
Bureau, we discover that among
more than four hundred American

industries-not companies but entire industries-the greatest concentrations of invested capital in
the hands of a few people arc
not among automobile makers and
in the steel industry, but among
pretzel makers and candle manufacturers. We checked the list and
there are straw hats, and street
cars, breakfast foods and chewing tobacco, wallpaper and cigar
boxes, lead pencils and pianos.
Then we have women's neckwear
and boys' underwear, window
shades and garters. In fact, when
you take the concentrated industries (the "monopolies") out of
the list you have very little left
of manufacturing on which the
prosperity of the United States
depends.
American business represents
the only successful economic system that exists in the world today.
In no other country, not in
England and France, not in prosperous Switzerland and Belgium,
not in pre-war Germany, has there
ever been such a spectacle as the
American is accustomed to see
when u·aveling by auto or train as
he passes through a large industrial area, and sees acres and acres,
square blocks after square blocks
used as parking lots for the laborers who are tending the machinery
inside. These factory parking lots,
reflecting the sun from chromium,
plate glass, and lacquer of thousands of cars, their owners all

,
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working under the same roof, is to
the thoughtful observer one of the
most awe inspiring sights in the
world today.

AUTO FACTS
~ A recent report to Congress
~ indicated what the record
breaking auto crop of 5 million
cars and trucks last year really
means. If they were all to get out
on the highways at once, they
would fill 16 traffic lanes from
Boston to Los Angeles. And that
does not make allowance for the
other 30 million old timers on the
road.

-;
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We own three out of every four
automobiles on earth; and there
are 4·4 persons for every car. In
other words, the whole population
of our country could get rolling at
the same time if it wanted towhich is a terrifying thought indeed.
One out of every 20 persom
today owns two automobiles.
Last year consumers spent four
times more on autos than on all
other forms of transportation combined. Their outlay also was more
than the sum total spent for doctors, dentists, religion, private education, life insurance, telephones,
radios, moving pictures, books,
magazines and newspapers.

We must have love towards all, but familiarity with
all is not expedient.
Sometimes it falleth out, that a person unknown to
us is much esteemed of, from the good report given him
by others; whose presence notwithstanding is not grateful to the eyes of those who see him.
We think sometimes to please others by our society,
and we rather displease them with those bad qualities
which they discover in us.
Thomas a Kempis, Of the Imitation of ChTist
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Johann Sebastian Bach
(CONTINUED)

By WALTER A. HANSEN

f\ Bach was a music critic. No,
•. he did not write articles for
a daily, a weekly, a monthly, or
a quarterly. But he learned the
art of music criticism early in life
and practiced it throughout his
career.
Although no one can probe the
mind of a great master to its
depths, it is possible to observe
its workings to some extent and
to arrive at tenable conclusions
as to the extent and the significance of its development and its
achievements.
Strictly speaking, it is somewhat
platitudinous to speak of Bach
as a music critic. Why? Because
everyone who listens to music performs the function of criticism.
Everyone passes judgment. Sometimes it is praise. Sometimes it
is condemnation. Now and then
the critic is neither hot nor cold.
At times he is right. Often he is
wrong.

Johann Sebastian was only ten
when his father died. An older
brother, Johann Christoph by
name, took charge of the lad's
education. Naturally, the mentor
laid much stress on music. Ever
since the latter part of the sixteenth century the Bach clan
had been producing musicians.
Johann Christoph evidently
thought that he had good reasons
for withholding from his younger
brother's ken a number of compositions written by Johann Jacob
Froberger (r6os?-r667), Johann
Caspar Kerll (1627-1693), and Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706). But
little Johann Sebastian did not
agree. He found out where the
compositions were hidden, took
them when no one was looking,
and copied every note by moonlight. By doing this he undoubtedly laid the foundation of the
blindness which afflicted him in
later life. But the assiduous study
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of the works by Froberger, Kerll,
and Pachelbel revealed intense
curiosity on his part and an insatiable desire to enlarge his
knowledge.
One wishes that young Johann
Sebastian had kept a diary- a
diary containing the thoughts and
the opinions which the compositions by Froberger, Kerll, and
Pachelbel conjured up in his agile
and inquisitive mind. Unfortunately, there is no such document.
Nevertheless, it is self-evident that
Johann Sebastian exercised the
functions of a music critic when
he copied and studied the music.
He passed judgment. Is it not true
that human beings learn forbidden things with special eagerness?
Curiosity played an all-important role in Bach's development.
We know next to nothing about
his day-by-day life at the Ohrdruf
Lyceum, where he was enrolled
as a student. Still it seems safe
to take for granted that even as
a youngster Bach was bound to
give proof time and again of
unmistakable independence of
thought and action.
When Johann Sebastian was fifteen, he could speak Latin with
some degree of fluency. This
knowledge was to stand him in
good stead as a composer. In addition, the fifteen-year-old musician
was able to read the New Testament in Greek.
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In the spring of 1700 Johann
Sebastian became a member of
the choir of the Michaelisschule
in Liineburg. Here he had an excellent opportunity to widen his
rapidly growing knowledge of muSIC. Since his beautiful soprano
Yoice soon failed, he was forced
to give up singing in the chorus.
But the Michaelisschule made
good use of his ability as an organist, as a violinist, and as a
cembalist.
An organist named Georg Bohm
(1661-1733) made a profound impression on the lad-an impression
which had much to do with the
budding master's subsequent
achievements as an organist and
as a composer of music for the
organ.
Curiosity burned brightly and
incessantly in the heart and in
the mind of young Johann Sebastian. He heard about a Dutch
organist named Johann Adam
Reinken (1623-1722), who had
studied under the renowned Jan
Pieterzoon Sweelinck ( 1562-1621 ),
one of the great and mighty pathfinders in the art of organ-playing.
·we know about the young Bach's
pilgrimages on foot to Hamburg
to revel in the artistry of Reinken
and, above all, to learn from the
master.
What About the Opera?

Biographers of Bach have long
been in the habit of telling us
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that the opera, which flourished
in Hamburg at that time, was no
attraction at all for the young
man. Reinken, they say, and Reinken alone, was the magnet. Maybe
th ey are right- totally right. I
wonder, however, if it is altogether wide of the mark to suspect
that Johann Sebastian, filled as
he was with a blazing curiosity
about everything pertaining to
music, actually did pay some attention to opera in those days. At
all events, it seems reasonable to
believe that he heard and talked
a bout this manner of musical expression even though there may
have been no opportunity for him
to attend performances.
To my thinking, it is completely
wrong to maintain that Bach
treated the opera with disdain.
After he had become Cantor in
Leipzig, he often went to Dresden
with Wilhelm Friedemann, his
eldest son, to attend operatic presentations. Johann Nicolaus Forkel ( 17 49-1818) tells us that the
Cantor "used to say in joke" to
his son, "Friedemann, shan't we
go again to hear the pretty Dresden ditties?" Was Bach poking
fun at the opera when he spoke
in this way? I do not think so.
Neither did ForkeL
ln all probability, there were
some operas which caused Bach
to froth at the mouth. Bear m
mind that he was an exceedingly
capable music critic. His standards

were high. H e abhorred sham,
shoddiness, and mediocrity. Much
of his own music-his Magnificat,
for example, and his passionsshows conclusively, I believe, that
he was thoroughly familiar with
the form of musical expression
known as opera and that he was
by no means impervious to the
appeal, the strength, and the picturesqueness of good op eratic
writing.
While Johann Sebastian was sojourning in Liineburg, he decided
to try to get a job as organist in
Celie, about sixty miles away. H e
was unsuccessful. But his visit to
Celie brought him into contact
with French music, particularly
with works from the facile and
fer tile pen of Francois Couperin,
commonly known as Couperin lc
Grand (1668-1733).
Just as the Bach family, beginning with Veit Bach, the baker
and miller who fled from Hungary
m the sixteenth century and
settled in Thuringia, played a
prominent role in the music of
Germany for 200 years, so the
Couperin clan exercised a farreaching and long-lasting influence in France. It is no exaggeration to say that Couperin le
Grand, who was an organist of
extraordinary ability and, at the
same time, a composer worthy in
every way of being spoken of as
great, foreshadowed the achievements of Mozart, Haydn, and

,
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Beethoven. Bach came to admire
Couperin's remarkable facility and
grace as well as the limpid purity
and elegance exemplified in his
writing.
Young Johann Sebastian, the
nimble-minded and insatiably
curious musician and music critic,
learned much from Couperin le
Grancl. Think of the Ouverture
a la Maniere Francaise, from the
second book of his Clavier-Obung.
This work, published while Bach
was employed in Leipzig, is only
one example to show the master's
keen interest in the art of composition as it was practiced in
France.
The genius of Bach was cosmopolitan in its scope. It is true that
this great composer was a German,
but it would be tragically wrong
to say that his manner of expression is always completely Teutonic. Music from Italy and from
France had much to do with his
development.
From 1703 to 1707 Bach served
as organist in Arnstadt. Here he
wrote a delightful bit of program
music. In 1704 his brother, Johann
Jacob, took a position as oboeplayer in the army of Charles XII
of Sweden. This led the agilebrained Johann Sebastian to compose a piece called Capriccio on
the Departure of His Most Beloved
Brother, in which he strove to suggest how friends tried to prevail
upon Johann Jacob not to leave,
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how they su·essed the dangers of
the journey, how they lamented
and, since they could not change
the regrettable state of affairs, reluctantly said farewell. Then there
is a postilion's air. The piece ends
with a fugue in imitation of the
postilion's horn.
Bach and Buxtehude

Johann Sebastian had heard
much about Dietrich Buxtehude
(1637-1707), who was organist at
the Marienkirche at Lubeck and
had won an enviable reputation
as a performer, as a composer, and,
shall one say, as an impresario. In
1705 the young man asked for permission to pay a visit to Lubeck
for the purpose of listening to
Buxtehude. He was given a
month's leave of absence. He
stayed sixteen weeks. When hereturned to Arnstadt, he was reprimanded. In addition, he was rebuked "for having hitherto made
many curious variationes in the
chorale, and mingled many strange
tones in it, and for the fact that
the congregation has been confused by it."
The Arnstadters were sorely displeased with Bach's independence
of spirit. But music owes much
to the young master's inborn reluctance to wear any man's collar.
Bach, who, in spite of the formal
instruction he received, was largely self-taught, had an irrepressible
fondness for experimentation.
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Bach undoubtedly learned much
from Buxtehude. Would he have
overstayed his leave if the visit to
Lubeck had proved to be unprofitable? Some scholars declare that
the famous organist of the Marienkirche in Lubeck provided Bach
with a decisive impetus to make
extensive use of chromatic-colorful-harmony. But it is no crime
against sound scholarship to look
askance at such a conclusion. Bach
the experimenter undoubtedly
knew much about chromaticism
before he walked to Li.ibeck to
become acquainted at first hand
with the artistry of the venerable,
accomplished, and somewhat dry
Buxtehude. We can be sure, however, that the inqulSltlve young
organist from Arnstadt listened
sharply to the playing of the renowned organist. Two years before this a promising young man
named Georg Friedrich Handel
had paid a visit to Buxtehude.

M y purpose in dwelling on a
number of significant incidents in
Bach's youth is to point to facts
that h ad much to do with the
development of his awe-inspiring
ability as a composer.
Alfr e d Einstein, who often
writ es with exemplary insight
a bo ut music, once declared that
nothing in Bach points to the
future. W as he right? I do not
think so. It is true that Bach did
not invent new forms. But he thoroughly revitalized forms that were
a t hand for him to use. Bach's
forms, said Einstein, always point
to the past. Nevertheless, we must
bea r in mind that within these
forms there are many elements
which foreshadow subsequent developments in tonal expression.
Bach h arks back to the Middle
Ages, he belongs to the centuries
in which he lived, and he adumbrates the future.
(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Unsigned reviews are by the Associates
cus grows up amid the splendor and
corruption, the extravagance a_nd ~e
ignorance of the Rome of T1benas,
an empire already growing decadent.
Banished to Palestine, he serves under
Pontius Pilate with orders to exterminate the Zealots, among whose
leaders he discovers his own mother.
Here also he meets Jesus of Nazareth and becomes His disciple, eventually meeting a martyr's death ~t ~he
hands of the Pharisees for pubhshmg
the news of the Savior's resurrection.
A great deal of sound scholarship
and study of the life and customs of
pagan Rome has gone in~o. the writing of The Unknown Dzsczple. The
book is the work of an able craftsman, skillfully composed and excellently developed. It is all the more
regrettable, therefore, to fin~ that t~e
story abounds in so man~ e~1dent ~Is·
torical errors from a B1bhcal pomt
of view. Any novel that deals with the
life of Christ ought to square with
the four Gospels, which after all are
the primary historical account o!Jesus' life and ministry. But there IS
a confusion of characters and events
which even the most casual reader of
the Scriptures would readily note. To

Perri Trilogy to Show
Triumph of Christianity
RANCESCO PERRI has published the

F first• of a trilogy of novels through

..

which he wishes to show the triumph
of Christianity over paganism. Originally published in Italian, it has
now been translated into eight languages. The excellent English translation is by H. T. Russell.
.
The "unknown disciple," whose II[e
story is the theme of Mr. Perri's book,
is the young man of Mark 14:51, 52.
The author also takes the liberty of
identifying him as the rich youn~
ruler of Mark 10. In some respects 1t
seems that he wishes to follow a commonly held view that the young man
of Mark 14 and John Mark are the
same. Yet, if so, he ignores all that
is said of Mark in the Bo<?k of Acts.
In The Unknown Disciple Marcus
Adonias is given a father who is of
the famous Roman family of the
Valerii, while his Jewish mother is
a descendant of the Maccabees. Mar-

*"THE UNKNOWN DISCIPLE"
By Francesco Perri. The Macmillan
Co., New York. 1950. 329 pages.

$3-so.
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mention a few: in the anointing of
Mary, this is attributed to Mary
Magdalene instead of to Mary, the
sister of Martha; Simon the Leper
and Simon the Pharisee are made one
and the same man; Mr. Perri follows
the common, but very questionable,
practice of making Mary Magdalene
the adulteress of John 8; the raising
of Lazarus is made a part of Christ's
final journey to Jerusalem; the second
cleansing of the temple is not the
same as the Synoptists describe it;
the crucifixion is begun at 12 noon
rather than 9 a.m., and the darkness
of Good Friday is understood simply
as a fearful storm. These are some
of the most evident errors, distorting
facts regarding which most Biblical
scholars are in complete harmony.
Far more disappointing, however,
is the fact that we have here another
attempt to show the influence of
Christ upon the hearts of men, which
misses completely the true nature and
purpose of the Savior's whole life
and work. His ministry is understood
purely in an earthly sense; His suffering in the Garden of Gethsemane
is made only a distress over the
injustices and selfishnesses of man
toward man. The crucifixion and res·
urrection of Christ lose their real
power when they are not understood
as a part of God's great plan of redemption. And nowhere is there a
clear-cut distinction between the faith
of a pagan and that of a Christian.
Marcus is pennitted to believe that
Jesus is just Dionysius, with another
name. We recommend that all who
wish to write of the Savior read carefully the Old Testament and the New
Testament, · ~he Gospels ancl the Epis-

ties-and that with this one point of
view: to find Christ in all of them.
Then, take sound scholarship in the
historical details of life in the Roman
empire, add effective literary ability,
and this plus faith in Christ and perhaps we shall have an historical novel
of lasting merit and abiding worth.

BIOGRAPHY
THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF
ROBERT A. MILLIKAN
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York. 1950.
311 pages. Price, $5.00.
Robert A. Millikan was a
child of five he watched his
W
grandfather make the first pair of
H EN

shoes for his little grandson, a fact
which to the author illustrates the
stupendous changes that have occurred since 1870 not only in the external conditions of the Western
World but also in philosophy and
world outlook. He traces this to the
growth in man's knowledge and control of nature, that is, the blossoming
of science and its applications to hu·
man life. Then he mentions the
nineteenth century giants of intellect
that made physical science what it is
today, most of whom he met person·
ally, and then the great physicists of
the twentieth century, with most of
whom he worked intimately. It is as
a record of this progress of science
and of the author's personal contacts
with the world's leading physicists,
that this book will be recognized as
of permanent value.
Robert A. Millikan is probably the
greatest gift of Midwest America to
physical science, but he drew his in-
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spirations from many great leaders.
He tells, often with a touch of humor,
about his experiences in American,
German, and British universities. The
greater part of the book is devoted
to the progress which physics made
during the first twenty years of the
present century, and for this period
Millikan's book will remain a source
indispensable to the student of the
history of modern science. His own
great contribution was the experimental proof of the existence of the
photon, now called a "wave packet"
by the experimenters with light. Previously he had succeeded in giving
the actual measurements of the electron or negative charge within the
atom. Much of the book is occupied
with the part which the author had
in mobilizing science for the First
World War, particularly for the defeat of the submarine menace. About
one-third of the book is given to the
discussion of ethical problems, especially of the problems in morals created by the First World War. His
criticism of President Wison's partisan appeal is strongly worded but
just. He correctly estimates as a fertile
cause of international strife and contention, leading up to the Second
World War, the sentimental idealism
of Wilson which placed emphasis on
the "self-determination" of nations.
Also his comments on the political
moves which followed the collapse of
Germany in 1945 are extremely discerning and just. He makes an effective point of the demand voiced in
Time that, as between Russia and
the part of the world which wants
peace, everything depends on the
question whether the peace-loving na-
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tions are ( 1) "more powerful," and
(2) "equally vigilant."
Millikan has always been a sharp
critic of materialistic science and his
book abounds in fine passages. However, when he is satisfied with Einstein's d efinition of God-"The Intelligence manifested in nature," the
ultimate Good "which is worth living
or dying for-a Good '~hich justifies
one in sacrificing his life, if need be,
to promote it, as our boys did in the
terrible war just past," he falls short
of voicing a Christian belief. Also
his tribute to the Christian Church,
as "unquestionably the greatest social
institution in the country," will not
satisfy those of us who believe in
the spiritual message and mission of
the church.

GANDHI'S AUTOBIOGRAPHY
By M. K. Gandhi. Translated from
the original by Mahadev Desai.
Public Affairs Press, Washington,
D. C. 1948. 640 pages. $5.oo.
EFORE

he went Gandhi had learned

Bmhmacharya, a self-restraining
B
morality which was (he thought) the
pivot of religion. So Gandhi's Autobiography had to be the history of a
constant forsaking, the footprints left
by one who was under compulsion to
desert all things and all people which
stood in the way of his possessing God.
Gandhi always took the initiative,
left his wife and his past and fought
desires which begged fulfillment, and
only occasionally God had to step in
to save him from himself. The search
led to heights, but Gandhi remained
intent upon his own purity.
"What I want to achieve," he wrote,
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"-what I have been striving and pining to achieve these thirty yearsis self-realization, to see God face to
face .. .. " And in the waiting, though
never quite rewarded, he found much
influence: something here of God's
irony, that in an age of icy assembly
lines and university doctorates the
most heard voice should be that contained by a loincloth, a book, brown
glasses, a rice bowl and spoon, three
see-no-evil monkeys, a pot and ladle,
a letter-opener, a watch, and two pair
of cladding sandals. Gandhi, and all
the Hindu mystics for that matter,
may be on the periphery of truth,
but it is good for Christianity that
they lived and wrote, and drove many
a thorn into flesh more concerned
with mastering cold war politics than
owning God.
WALTER RIESS

a year or so in ord er to build the
Colonial Mansion," she never for a
moment doubted Father's ability to
provide anything and everything.
This faith endured through the years
in spite of the fact that the colonial
mansion never got built and Father
was more often deep in debt than
solvent.
There were compensations along
the way. The enormous Chippendale
breakfront b ecame a symbol of things
to come. And the vacation trip which
fell several hundred miles short of
its goal was nevertheless a major triumph.
.
Father did eventually strike his
"pay sand," but he didn't live long
enough to enjoy it. It is highly probable, though, that a big steady income
would have made him completely
miserable.
FLORA Klu:TZMANN

LADDER TO THE SKY
By Joyce Tillery Simpson. Thomas
Y. Crowell Co., New York. 1950.
239 pages. $3-00.
HE latest in the "Life With Fatradition is Joyce Tillery
Simpson's autobiographical Ladder to
the Sky. This time, "Father" is a pioneer in the fabulous oil industry of
Texas, Oklahoma, and Louisiana.
Mrs. Simpson succeeds in recapturing
the excitement, the hazards, and the
hardships which were p eculiar to the
industry in the days right after the
First World War.
Father was perhaps fortunate in
being able to pass along his own enthusiasm and gambling spirit to his
family. When Mother hopefully assumed that "we will have to save for

T ther"

DEDICATION: The Love Story of
Clara and Robert SchumallJlBy Sigmund Spaeth. Henry Holt
and Company. New York. 1950.
r8o pages. $3.00.
C'\IGMUND SPAETH, who has gained

0 fame almost everywhere as a
clever tune detective and as one who
writes on music in an authoritative
manner, has emerged as an able biographer. He tells the engrossing love
story of two of the most famous musicians of all time. His style is vivid.
His account is based on thorough
research.
In 1828 Robert Schumann, who
was destined to be honored as a great
composer, fell in love with Clara
Wieck, who became ·a renowned

..
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woman pianist. Friedrich Wieck,
Clara's learned but headstrong father,
did all in his power to prevent the
love of the two artists from flowering
into marriage. His efforts were in
vain.
The story told in Dedication ends
with the wedding of Clara and Robert in 1839. But, as Dr. Spaeth points
out on the basis of admirable scholarship, the years with which the book
deals were filled with inspiration and
significant achievements. Penetrating
discussions of some of the compositions which Schumann wrote up to
the year 1839 are woven into the
narrative. The title is particularly appropriate. It was suggested by Schumann's imperishable song titled Widmung (Dedication). Dr. Spaeth has included in the volume his own excellent English version of this great masterpiece.
Dedication is one of the volumes
in the Holt Musical Biography Series,
which includes works on Bach, Mozart, Schubert, Brahms, Mendelssohn,
Wagner, Sibelius, Gershwin, Johann
Strauss, Haydn, Beethoven, Verdi, and
Irving Berlin.

CRITICISM
THE WORLD OF FICTION
By Bernard DeVoto. Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston. 299 pages.

S3.oo.
ND

it is a reader's reprieve and

absolution that novelists, whatA
ever else they may be besides, are also
children talking to children . . . in
the dark." In this new book by Bernard DeVoto, an attempt is made to
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explain the relationship between the
reader and the novel, and also between the reader and the novelist.
One of the most prominent novelists
and writers of our time, Mr. DeVoto
has devoted these pages to explaining
what goes into the writing of a novel,
and, more important, what goes into
the reading of one.
He brings to light the psychological needs of a reader, any reader,
who turns to a novel for enjoyment,
relaxation, andjor escape from the
chaos of the realities of the reader's
world. He shows how and why the
reader turns to the logical illusion
which a novel presents and away from
the unlogical fact which is his life.
In this turning away from one and
turning to the other, certain expectations are taken to the object which is
to furnish the enjoyment, relaxation,
andjor escape ... taken to the novel
itself. What these things are, why
they are expected, and how the novelist may fulfill these expectations are
questions which are answered in The
World of Fiction.
In the first half of the book he
speaks of it from the reader's point
of view, and in the last half he speaks
of it from the author's. He tells young
would-be writers how they may overcome the difficulties which arise in
the act of creation, and how they may
recognize these difficulties when they
do arise. The different means of telling a story, the different means of
making a story live on dry, white
paper with black printed words on
it, the different ways of making a
story move and making characters
feel and transmit feeling are all taken
up in l\'Ir. DeVoto's book. Not only
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does he skim the surface, but he dives
deeper than the surface and goes to
the basic problems . . . what a story
is, what it consists of, what demands
are made upon it both by the reader's
conscious or unconscious expectations
and by the author's conscious or unconscious aim.
One of the basic problems, especially at the present time, is the problem
of how fiction in general, novel-writing in particular, is affected by psychology and how psychology is affected by fiction and how both affect the
reader. This problem is dealt with
throughout the book, but more space
is given to it in the earlier part of the
book. The needs of the reader of
· fiction may be answered in the novel
as well as in psychology, except in
extreme cases, of course, but answered
in a different way. It may be summed
up in the words of Mr. DeVoto, "That
we are all tossed about by the stormy
waters and that, whereas psychiatry
is to conduct the shipwrecked to dry
land, or at least to hold him up till
he can breathe again, fiction is to let
him know that someone is swimming
by his side."
On the whole, the book is well
written, and certainly is as important
for future novelists as is the content
of any or all of the "Learn How to
·write in Six Easy Lessons" articles
and courses that are flooding the
market now. For a reader, also, and
especially for any intelligent reader
who is not just interested in "fiction
for fiction's sake," the book is valuable as a guide towards a better understanding of fiction, its aims, its
qualifications, its limitations and its
worth.

THE REINTERPRETATION OF
VICTORIAN LITERATURE
Edited by Joseph E. Baker. Princeton University Press, New Jersey.
1950. 236 pages. $3-75·
1fN

A

recent annual meeting, the

Jl Victorian Literature Group of the
leading philological society in our
country, namely, the Modern Language Association of America, sponsored this symposium "to further the
reinterpretation of a literature of
great significance for us today." As
a member of this group, your reviewer
has observed the need for such an
integrated series of scholarly essays
dealing with specific contributions to
modern culture, and he applauds the
fresh perspective that here offers an
invitation to further intellectual adventure in this relevant unit of ideas.
The eleven contributors are leading critics who today are influential
in the study of the Victorians, e.g.,
Howard Mumford Jones, Norman
Foerster, Emery N eff, and John W.
Dodds. Because studies of individual
authors are not intended, the emphasis falls appropriately upon such
illuminating topics as social thought,
the comic spirit and Victorian sanity,
the Oxford Movement, form and technique in the novel, development of
the historical mind, and our new
Hellenic renaissance. Absence of an
index retards general use of so worthy
a volume, but a little extra effort enables the reader to find what he seeks.
It is obviously impossible to present
any age completely in so restricted a
frame; still, this collaboration goes
far toward the rehabilitation of that
curiously unfashionable period which

j
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underlies our own, and does it in
clear outline. Like Basil ·Willey's new
Nin eteenth Century Studies, this is a
first-rate book. 'Ve hope The Reinterpretation of Victorian Literature
will stimulate the production of similar analyses.
H ERBERT H. UMBACH
THE WORLD OF GILBERT
AND SULLIVAN
By W. A. Darlington. Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, New York. 1950.
209 p ages. $3.50.
HROUGHOUT the history of the
it has been the fate of
popular musical shows, after a few
years of success, to disappear never
to be revived again because they have
lost all appeal to a new generation.
The sole exception to that fate in
this field of entertainment is the
group of operettas written by Gilbert
and Sulliva n. Although written over
fifty years ago, Gilbert's lyrics are
still alive and witty, and Sullivan's
music r emains fresh and tuneful. In
this book, Darlington gives some reasons for this continued popularity.
Since they were pointed for a Victorian audien ce, the operas contain
many topical allusions so that a present day audience misses part of the
fun. It is the purpose of this book
to supply some information to the
modern audience.
Instead of dissecting each play, the
author prefers to give a general background for each of the thirteen operettas and to clarify any references to
Gilbert's contemporar y world. His
further purpose is to increase the
listener's enjoyment of the operettas

T theater,
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and he succeeds admirably. At the
same time, Darlington furnishes a
rather complete story of the personal
and working relationships between
Gilbert and Sullivan and also clears
up a number of misconceptions about
the two men who have been victims,
in many volumes, of over-enthusiastic
Savoyards turned author. W. A. Darlington was the ideal man to write
this book. As vice president of the
Gilbert and Sullivan Society of London, he has enthusiasm, and as drama
critic for the London Daily Telegraph, he has balance and judgment.
ALFRED R. LOOMAN

CURRENT AFFAIRS
THE ECONOMIC ROLE
OF THE STATE
By William A. Orton. The University of Chicago Press, Chicago.
1950. 192 pages. $3.00.
ROFESSOR ORTON, who teaches eCO·
P
nomics at Smith College, is a kindred spirit to Von Hayek and Simmons of the University of Chicago.
Each is a firm believer in "Liberalism" and very fearful of the consequences of national economic planning. Briefly, Orton's position may
be summarized in this way: True
understanding of the nature of the
state and the economy discloses certain basic principles. These are the
"natural laws" of the eighteenth century thought, now fallen into disrepute. Our present economic and
political orders have been founded on
materialism and are, therefore, contrary to the basic nature of human
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society. They lead to ever increasing
state coercion, to insecurity and war.
We should, therefore, recur to fundamental principles, particularly the
fact that
there are tendencies innate in human
nature which make for social harmony
in spontaneity.

HUMAN BONDAGE IN
SOUTHEAST ASIA
By Bruno Lasker. Published under
the auspices of The Institute on
Pacific Relations. University of
North Carolina Press, Chapel Hill.
1950. $6.oo.
part has human bondage
played in the social developW
ment of Southeast Asia, and to what
HAT

We can see that:
The State's proper concern . . . is
justice, and that certainly includes the
definition and enforcement of rules of
procedure. But the coercive power . . .
should be confined to the establishment
and maintenance of minimal conditions
of . . . justice . . . as to which there
exists a very broad basis of moral conviction, because then coercion is hardly
felt as coercion. If now large numbers of
people wish to advance beyond the social
and moral standards thus undenvritten,
their reliance must be upon voluntary
action within and between the functional
groups of society. . . . This is the only
way open to a democracy.
The tenor of this book is largely
negative. The argument is strongly
persuasive in showing the necessary
failure of systems based on ever increasing state coercion in accordance
with some master plan, but one is
left wondering just how the moral
voluntary system is to be brought into
being in the face of many present
contradictions to it. The book has an
additional handicap in its style. It is
extremely verbose and confusing in
its progression of thought. It obviously was not written for the general
reader as many references and technical economic allusions are left completely unexplained.
DAVID A. LE SOURD

extent do its remnants and memories
color present conditions and present
attitudes?" This is the question which
Bruno Lasker has set before himself
in writing Human Bondage in Southeast Asia. To this task he has brought
a wealth of personal knowledge covering the history and social problems
of Southeast Asia, assisted by a vast
amount of research. The result is not
a bill of charges against the peoples
or governments of Southeast Asia, per
se; but an honest and remarkably
objective evaluation of what enforced
servitude has done to human living
in this part of the world.
The first chapter is largely history.
The layman may be surprised to know
that slavery antedates the colonial
era, reaching back to primitive forms
of society. Thereafter four chapters
examine various aspects of human
bondage: serfdom and peonage, debt
bondage, compulsory public services,
and labor relations in modern enterprise.
The plan in chapters 2-4 is uniform: a general discussion of the topic
is presented, followed by a discussion
of the ways in which this form of
bondage exists in and affects life in
Indonesia, Philippine Islands, Burma,
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Malaya and British Borneo, Siam, and
Indo China.
Chapters 3-5 are concluded in each
instance with a record of international action covering the kind of bondage under consideration.
No one can read this book without
becoming vividly aware that wherever
human bondage exists, it penetrates
every level of life with its paralyzing
power. While recognition o.f this
power has registered in the thinking
and planning of all governments in
Southeast Asia, Mr. Lasker observes
that social legislation is not enough.
Ways must also be found of providing
practical substitutes for the customs
condemned.
It is a satisfaction to know that
a man of Mr. Lasker's competence
serves on the Committee of Experts
on Slavery of the Social and Economic
Council of the United Nations.
AN ANATOMY OF
AMERICAN POLITICS
Innovation Versus Conservatism
By Arthur Bernon Tourtellot. The
Bobbs-Merrill Company, Indianapolis, 1950. 349 pages. $3.oo.
subtitle of Mr. Tourtellot's
T
study of the American political
scene refers to his analysis of the two
HE

major parties: the tendency of the
Democratic party to change the status
quo (innovation) and the tendency of
the Republican party to maintain it
(conservatism). The result is that the
former appears to have a program
and the latter appears to be without
one. The author rightly considers the
seeming drift to a one-party system
to be dangerous to the welfare of the
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country. The three branches of the
national government are discussed in
critical detail as are political parties
and the machinery whereby they operate.
Mr. Tourtellot is on the staff of
Time, where he serves as associate
producer of The March of Time.
While it would be a startling disappointment if an author in that position turned out a dull book (which
he certainly has not), it was somewhat
t:nexpected to find such a keen and
scholarly dissection of the "anatomy
of American politics." The style is
journalistic, but the content is of a
sharpness and insight rarely encountered in the deadline atmosphere of
the fourth estate. Mr. Tourtellot is
within his rights in editorializing;
while his opinions, interpretations,
and conclusions may not be entirely
convincing, they are always reasonable even when they are a trifle startling. This is obviously the work of
a student of the American political
scene-one who wants to serve his
country not only by making a diagnosis of its political ills, but also by
making a prognosis which will appeal
to all of our thinking citizens.
A. WEHLING
FROM THE WAGNER ACT
TO TAFT-HARTLEY
By Harry A. Millis and Emily Clark
Brown. The University of Chicago
Press, Chicago. 1950. 724 pages.
$8.5o.
HERE

has been a very great need

T in the last few years for an authoritative and complete examination
of our labor laws, the policies behind
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them and their real effects. That need
has now been filled by this monumental study written by the late Harry A. Millis, who was chairman of the
National Labor Relations Board during most of the war, and Emily Brown,
who also worked for the Board from
1942 to 1944. Here, in one volume
and in clearly understandable form
is the whole story of labor's struggle
for legal protection. Each provision of
the Wagner Act and the Taft-Hartley
Act is carefully explained and interpreted in the light of decisions of the
NLRB. The documentation is exceptionally complete throughout.
This volume will prove particularly valuable to economists, lawyers, administrators and others directly concerned with labor relations. In addition, it will serve as a clear and comprehensive reference for anyone who
is anxious to understand more clearly
the place of labor in our society. It
cannot be too strongly recommended
as an antidote for confusion in this
field.
DA
A. LE SouRD

vm

FICTION
ANOTHER PAMELA
or Virtue Still Rewarded
By Upton Sinclair. The Viking
Press, New York. 1950. 314 pages.
$3.00.
closely after RichardPamela, 1740 vintage, Mr.
Sinclair's version is composed of the
letters of a young Seventh Day Adventist of our time describing her
u·ials with the playboy scion in the
household in which she was a maid.
ATTERNED

Pson's

"Dear Sister, I have had another battle with Satan over tl1e soul of my
young master. He started trying to
kiss me again, and I told him they
were not sisterly kisses. He was provoked and went off to Hollywood
and came back with liquor on his
breath." But like her literary ancestor,
Pamela eventually reforms and marri es h er young master.
vVe doubt that the author intended
Another Pamela as a parody or satire.
And yet we cannot conceive of so
seasoned a writer turning out such
a naive story. From this volume one
would gather that all Christians automatically became sweet, staunch and
sinless as Little Eva. Unfortunately
this do~s not happen. AnolheT Pamela is about as necessary as a factory
making high-button boots.
ROBERTA !HDE

THE HEPBURN
By Jan Westcott. Crown Publishers,
New York. 1950. 284 pages. $3.00.
HEN

James IV crowned himself

W king of Scotland, The Hepburn
was his right-hand man. Called "The
Hepburn" by all who knew him,
Patrick Hepburn is known for his
ruthlessness, his courage and his ability to make women do his bidding.
The big moment in the book is when
the H epburn finally succeeds in winning the love of one of his bitterest
political enemies, the fair Lady Jane
Gorden.
This is an historical novel, but do
not read it to augment your knowledge of Scottish history. Go ahead,
though, if you want a few hours of
entertainment. The book is mainly
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a romance-and a rather brutish one
at that. Serving as background material are musty castles, knights in armor, battle scenes and a king's court.
Mix this with intrigue, turbulent love
and poisoned wine. Shake well.
GRACE WOLF

THE EMBROIDERED CITY
By Lewis Gelfan. Little, Brown and
Company, Boston. 1950. 369 pages.
3-00.
HEN the Babbittish bumblings
of a minor UNRRA official annoy the China headquarters, he is
dispatched to a city in inner China
to deliver flour. His secretary, Diane,
who accompanies him, finds h er idealism for dispensing aid to the starving thwarted by both the Chinese
and an American vice-consul, Corey.
After the story takes a few Terry and
the Pirates flips, Diane and Corey
find themselves in love.
Like the city, the novel is highly
embroidered. Sometimes the dialogue
.,. seems too florid. Yet the author has
the ability to share with his reader
his fine perception of the Chinese way
of life and death. We recommend that
Mr. Gelfan write a non-fiction report
on feeding the hungry in China.
RoBERTA !HDE

W
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THIS AND NO MORE
By Benedict and Nancy Freedman.
New York: Harper & Brothers.
1950. 406 pages. $3.50.
APPY memories of Benedict and

-'

Nancy Freedman's charming and
H
warmly human first novel, Mrs. Mike,
will send thousands of readers to
their favorite bookshops to purchase
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Mr. and Mrs. Freedman's new book,
This and No More. Alas, it will take
only a chapter or two to convince
even the most undemanding that this
time the collaborating Freedmans
have missed the mark. This and No
More is not "a rich and many-faceted
novel of undeniable stature," as the
dust jacket would have you believe.
It is shallow, pretentious, unimaginative, and unconvincing.

THE PLYMOUTH ADVENTURE
A Chronicle Novel of the Voyage of
the Mayflower.
By Ernest Gebler. New York:
Doubleday & Compan y, Inc. 1950.
377 pages. $3.00.
APTAIN CHRISTOPHER jONES took

his place at the big table in the
C
Great Cabin. He swallowed a tot of gin,
munched an apple, and read his log
entry fo r the previous day.
1\'Iayflower: of Hanvich: Christopher
Jones Master: Contract Voyage to Virginia in the Western World: For London
Virginia Company: Mr. Thomas Weston: With seventy- two persons men women and children.
Saturday, August 5· Anno Domini Sixteen Hundred and Tw en ty: Sail from
the Port of Southampton.
The great adventure was under
"·ay. For sixty-six days the Mayflower
-eighty-eight fe et long and twentyfour feet wide-stubbornly fought h er
way across the stormy Atlantic. Hunger, sickness, fear, doubt, and death
rode in the crowded confines of the
"dowdy, scrubbed, cut-down little
barrel of a ship." Hurricane gales
threatened a swift watery grave for
the vessel and its passengers. At last,
on November · 10, "'·L and on the
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weather! ' sang a voice down on their
heads, as if from heaven."
The long voyage was over. The
great adventure was only begun. The
task of establishing a colony in the
uncharted wilderness of the strange
new world still lay before the intrepid
little band.
The Plymouth Adventure presents
a fictional reconstruction of the memorable voyage of the Mayflower and
a vivid account of the hardships the
Pilgrims suffered during their first
terrible winter on alien shores. Ernest
Gebler tells us that five years of intensive research preceded the writing
of his book. He has adhered to the
actual sequence of historical events,
and the admirably reconstructed background is fully documented. Mr.
Gebler has been less successful in portraying the famous men and women
who made the historic journey. His
characterizations are somewhat dull
and wooden. The dialogue is unimpressive. The Plymouth Adventure
was the Literary Guild selection for
May.

is a murd erer, a sadist, a thief and
a drunkard. His chief obsession is
to torture himself. All this happens
in a European city under enemy
occupation.
Primarily, The Snow Was Black is
a psychological novel. Through the
study of Frank's thoughts, Frank's actions which seem illogical to his associates seem logical enough to the
reader. Simenon, who, by the way,
was born in Belgium but now lives
in California, writes convincingly and
in tensel y. You'll find yourself sym·
p athizing with Frank no matter how
much you disapprove of his deeds.
It is a good book although not a
very ch eerful one.
GRACE \\ToLF

RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY
THE WAY TO GOD
By Maxwell Silver. The Philosoph·
ical Library, New York. 1950. 303
pages. $3.00.
that accepts Liebman,
and Kafka, should well
be ready for an author who combines
moralism, Judaism, and bizarre lit·
erary methods in presenting "The
Prophetic Faith." Dr. Silver is a retired rabbi who pursues his studies ...
today in his present business occupa·
tion. He has little of the popular ap·
peal of Liebman, the scholarship of
Buber, or the genius of Kafka, so his
Way to God, as an attempt to present
"the substance and philosophic basis
for the Prophetic Faith" falls far !short of their efforts. In a highly onesided dialogue with his son, who chalPUBLIC

THESNOWWASBLACK
By Georges Simenon. Translated
from the French by Louise Varese.
New York: Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1950.
246 pages. $2 .75.
N

A

unique manner, Georges Si-

I menon reveals the workings of
the human mind. In this case, though,

there is a depraved mind at workthat of Frank Friedmaier, son of a
prostitute. What Frank does is not
surprising considering his background. Brought up in a house of ill
bme, Frank, at the age of eighteen,

j

A Buber,

I
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lengcs the validity of religious faith,
the author defends it by quoting liberally from modern philosophy, Job,
and the Hebrew prophets.
In the course of the exposition anything happens: Jeremiah ar'l Aristotle engage in cameraderie in the
Elysian fields, debating Hebraism and
Hellenism! None of Rudolf Otto's insight is evident in the muddled mysticism presented here; the ethic is
weak. God is at best "Moral Personality," ultimately unknowable but
"philosophically justifiable." Often
the dialogue lapses from amateur to
bizarre. Occasionally a clever turn of
thought gives an enlightening insight
into the modern Jewish mind. But no
scholar of Judaism can really be content with Dr. Silver's "way to God,"
a defense of moral optimism that reveals the hopelessness that springs
eternal in the Hebrew breast, in spite
of all the shouting to the contrary.
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Smith's knowledge and experience to
compile a huge and fairly complete
catalog of recorded music, but the
learned author chose to pursue a different course when he wrote his Selective Record Guide. The book contains three lists of recordings. The
first gives a basic selection and is intended for those who have about a
hundred dollars to spend on discs.
In the second list the author mentions recordings representing a larger
number of composers and a greater
variety of music as to styles, periods,
and nationalities. The third part, arranged according to kinds of music
rather than by composers, is intended
especially for those who can afford
extensive collections of discs. The
value of Smith's Selective Record
Guide is greatly enhanced by terse
and illuminating comments on the
compositions included in the three
lists.

MARTY MARTY

OTHER BOOKS
MUSIC
SELECTIVE RECORD GUIDE
By Moses Smith. The Macmillan
Company, New York. 1950. 300
pages. $4.50.

•

osEs SMITH, formerly music critic
of the Boston American and
the Boston Transcript, for three years
director of Columbia Masterworks,
and now a free-lance writer, came
into nationwide prominence in 1947
because of his excellent biography of
Serge Koussevitzky. His latest book
will prove to be of great value to
those who purchase recordings.
It would be possible for a man of

M

OUT OF MY LATER YEARS
By Albert Einstein. Philosophical
Library, New York. 1950. 282 pages.
$4-75·
HE presence, in the American
scene, of the greatest living physicist-philosopher, Albert Einstein, naturally is a spur to the publishers to
capitalize on his literary output, and
when the Philosophical Library
planned to gather into a volume essays and addresses of Prof. Einstein,
it does not seem to have overlooked
very much. Of the sixty titles included
in the book many are short addresses
made on various occasions, and few
of these important. While many

T
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others are contributions made to various magazines and symposia, with as
little claim on our attention even
though we may be interested in the
achievements of Prof. Einstein and
his views on politics and religion.
There are eight essays in the field
of the author's specialty, the laws of
physics, and especially the theory of
relativity. We would encourage no
one to buy Out of My Later Years
in order to come closer to an understanding of Prof. Einstein's scientific
research. That this research has been
on a monumental scale and has
achieved results which place the man
among the eight or. ten greatest scientists in world history is fully recognized by this reviewer. However, as
for a true understanding of relativity
and related laws bearing on the field
concept and the relations of matter
and energy, no one lacking a knowledge of higher mathematics will be
able to understand these interpretations of his reasoning by Prof. Einstein. Some years ago the author
jointly with a friend, Leopold Infeld,
wrote a book entitled The Evolution
of Physics, which registered another
attempt to make clear to the ordinary
university graduate the fundamental
ideas of the New Physics. It attempted to do this without the use of
mathematics, and it failed. The chap·
ters in Out of My Later Years are
pure gibberish to anyone who has not
done a great deal of advanced work
after absorbing what the universities
can teach in physics; and they would
not need these so-called "popular"
presentations of the relativity theory.
The simple truth is that the new
physics is ninety per cent higher

mathematics, and I mean the kind of
mathematics to which infinitesimal
calculus is related something like the
multiplication table to logarithms.
Some of the essays deal with international politics, some of them outmoded because written when Russia
did not possess the atomic bomb, and
otherwise of doubtful value because
of the strange confidence which the
writer displays in Russian pleas and
promises. The essays related to religion present Prof. Einstein's vague
pantheism which is rather more negative than the pantheism of the schools
since it definitely excludes the exist·
ence of. a personal God.

THE AMERICAN MIND
By Henry Steele Commager. Yale
University Press, New Haven. 1950.
443 pages. $5.00.
read widely. He disC . cusses withhascompetence
the AmerOMMAGER

ican period from 188o to the present.
He is thoroughly familiar with the
various philosophies which the intellectuals of that period held and hold.
He discusses sociology, architecture,
history, politics, law, and economics;
h e presents a comprehensive overview
of that which the frontier thinkers in
those areas produced. And he does all
this in a highly chaste and eminently
readable style. In fact, the epigrammatic character of an occasional sentence forces it to leap from the page.
For instance, this reviewer was forced
to transfer from his commonplace
book a sentence on sex perversion in
literature, the item regarding church
statistics, the observation on American religion, and the sentence on the
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visit of Mr. Homo of Alturia to
America.
Nevertheless, the title is deceptive.
We are unwilling to admit that Commager knows the American mind. If
you want to know the American mind
mingle with the tourists viewing Niagara Falls, ride the commuter's train
between Des Plaines and Chicago. go
to summer school at Boulder, Colorado, worship at Serbin, Texas, observe the legislature at Madison, sit
in the lobby of the St. Charles Hotel
in New Orleans, ride in the caboose
of a cattle train from Whatcheer,
Iowa, to Chicago's Union Stock Yards;
do all these things and more, but
don't read books.

OF MEN AND MOUNTAINS
By William 0. Douglas. Harper &
Brothers, New York. 1950. ,338
pages. $4.00.
AST

October the press carried the

news of an accident in the CasL
cades which very nearly ended the
life of the author of this book, Justice
Douglas of the United States Supreme
Court. A reading of the book shows
why the likeliest place for an accir dent to happen to him would be the
mountains. He loves them, has traveled them since his boyhood, and
goes back to them whenever he can.
.. Since he knows most intimately the
Cascades in Washington and the Wallowas in Oregon, it is of them that
he writes.
Douglas dips with zest into all the
lore of the mountains: their grandeur
and beauty, their changing moods,
""

..l
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their kindliness and their harshness,
the plant and animal life which they
harbor, the legends that cluster about
them. He tells of his mountain
friends, of adventures of his and
theirs, of hunting, of fishing (at wearisome length, like all addicts, for
those who do not fish). There is much
expert instruction in woodcraft: how
best to cook under various conditions,
how to make sourdough bread, how
to use bear fat, how to build a fire
on deep snow, how to sleep under
the snow, and so on. It would be hard
to find another book with which one
can so well go a-mountaineering without leaving home.
Frequently psychological and spiritual influences which the mountains
may exert are noted and discussed:
the relaxation and peace they offer,
the insight into man's littleness and
the paltriness of so much of his life
which they may impart, their strange
lure, the intimations that flow from
them of eternity and God. "Here man
can find deep solitude, and unde1
conditions of grandeur that are start
ling he can come to know both himself and God." "One cannot reach
the desolate crags that look down on
eternal glaciers without deep and
strange spiritual ·experiences. If he
ever was a doubter, he will, I think,
come down a believer. He will have
faith. He will know there is a Creator,
a Supreme Being, a God, a Jehovah.
He will know it because otherwise
the mind cannot comprehend how life
could have been created out of inert
matter."

-The
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Motion Picture
evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

o OUR domestic films correctly
depict the American way of
life? Do they g-ive the peoples of
other lands a true and accurate
picture of the United States and
of its citizens? A recent visitor to
Hollywood from far-off India is
convinced that they do not. I. A.
Hafesjee, a member of India's official board of motion-picture censors, ruefully admitted, "The
United States is so much different
than I thought. My people get
such incorrect ideas about your
country from your movies."
Mr. Hafesjee told American
producers that when India's film
censors review American-made
films about India their first reaction is to laugh heartily. Laughter gives way to shuddering-and
the pictures are promptly banned.
Even British-made films do not
present an accurate picture of
India. They, too, "feature greasepainted actors emoting in the
wrong turbans in front of the
wrong scenery."
Mr. Hafesjee pointed out that

D

India has the largest film industry
in the world. But, he added, although about 500 pictures are
made each year, none of these pretend to portray foreign countries.
The reason for this policy? "We
feel incompetent to do so. We
would not know enough about
other peoples." A little thing like
that has never stopped a Hollywood producer.
Late in December, 1949, Cecil
B. DeMille's spectacular $3,000,ooo production, Samson and DeLilah, had its world-p1·emiere on
Broadway. General release of the
film was held up until May 1 ,
1950. But now Samson and Delilah is being shown in the nation's theaters-always at advanced
admission prices. It would be
gratifying to be able to report that
Samson and Delilah justifies the
extravagant claims made in the
sensational advance ballyhoo. But
it does not. There is a complete
absence of the reverence and the
dignity which one has a right to
expect in any picture which goes
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to the Holy Bible for its theme.
The acting is poor. The garish sets
are patently fraudulent. Lavish
costumes smack of the chorus line
and the burlesque theater. The
Biblical story has been distorted,
and the dialogue supplied by the
four writers who collaborated on
the movie script is trite and corny.
Is it likely that anyone will take
this melange of sound and color
seriously? I wonder. ·when I saw
the picture, the audience rocked
with laughter during scenes of
"great drama." In the supposedto-be-tense moment when Delilah
offers Samson drugged wine a fresh
young voice cried out, "Don't
drink it, Sonny Boy! She's slipping
you a Mickey!"
One of the most exciting chapters in postwar history has been
brought to the screen with thrilling effectiveness. The Big Lift
(2oth Century-Fox, George Seaton) pays tribute to the men of
the U. S. Air Forces who operated
the famous Berlin Airlift-aptly
nicknamed Operation Vittlesduring the long months of the
oppressive Soviet blockade. Director George Seaton spent nine
months on the scene making preparations for the film and three
months more shooting it on the
actual locations.
In an interview published in
the New York Times, Mr. Seaton
told of some of the difficulties
encountered with the occupation
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authorities in the Russian Zone of
Berlin. The script for The Big
Lift was submitted to all the occupation authorities well in advance
of the date set for the beginning
of the picture. Soviet officials sent
word that "they doubted if they
could have time to read it." As
for permission to film any scenes
in the Russian Sector, "they were
sorry, but it was an impossibility."
Eventually they relented enough
to promise co-operation on the
condition that Mr. Seaton would
inform them in advance as to
"what, when, where and how we
planned to shoot."
The first sequences in the Russian Zone were to be made just
inside the Brandenburg Gate. Rehearsals began and went well until
Mr. Seaton gave the order to
shoot. Just as soon as the cameras
began to turn, a loud-speaker
placed directly over the Gate suddenly blared into life with an
impassioned message about "the
miserable poverty which existed
the world over except in Russia,
certain neighboring countries, and
the East Zone of Germany." The
voice droned on and on until Mr.
Seaton finally was forced to film
the scene without sound. The
radio stopped the moment the
cameras stopped grinding.
On another occasion Mr. Seaton, in reply to many requests,
invited the German press to be
present during the shooting of a
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scene in Platz Moritz. More than
200 accepted the invitation, and
each visitor came armed with a
camera. The next day the Berlin
communist paper carried a sixcolumn photograph showing the
motion-picture crew standing n ear
the camera directly in front of
American M.P.'s, who were there
only to direct traffic, but, said
Mr. Seaton, the story below the
picture said that "we had to call
out the Army to protect the irate
citizens of Berlin who wanted to
stone us for daring to misrepresent
the activities of the considerate
Russian police.''
Some time later the company
returned to Platz Moritz to photograph a night sequence. The Russians were ready for them.
Lining the edge of the Russian Sector, a half-block away, were hundreds
of members of the Young Communist
League. Each time we gave the signal
to turn the camera, the youngsters
would scream and whistle, making
recording impossible, and each time
the "cut" signal was given, they "cut,"
too. Finally, after a dozen attempts,
my assistant quietly suggested that
we reverse the signals. At the sound
of three whistles, which ordinarily signified that the scene was over, the
camera turned, and all was quiet on
the Eastern front. The scene completed, we blew the customary starting signal, and all hell broke loose.
Although we got what we came for,
we left the location feigning disappointmen.t , We didn't want 300
youngsters to feel that they had come

out for nothing-and just in case we
met them again, we didn't want them
to know our new signals.

The Big Lift presents an authentic, forthright picture of the
strain and the hard, wearying
grind imposed by the operation
of a round-the-clock air-borne suppl y service. The plot contrived for
this fine film lacks punch and
originality. Only six professional
players appear in The Big Lift.
The other members of the excellent supporting cast are amateurs recruited largely from the
U. S. Air Forces personnel.
Three years ago Howard
Hughes' sensa tiona! film, The
Outlaw (RKO-Radio), was withdrawn after a brief showing. Now
it has re-appeared to the accompaniment of a tremendous fanfare of nauseating publicity. All
through the picture Jane Russell
seems to be sniffing the air to
trace the source of a bad odor.
The audience is way ahead of her
there. It's the picture, Jan e.
Clifton Webb is neither amusing nor convincing in the scn:en
version of Frank and Ernestme
Gilbreth's tender tribute to their
parents. Cheaper by the Dozen
(2oth Century-Fox, Walter Lang),
lacks the charm and the appeal of
the Gilbreth memoirs.
Champagne for Caesar (United
Artists) is a delightfully lighthearted satire on the current craze
for radio give-away programs.
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T.he Damned Don't Cry (Warn- pictures hilarious slapstick comedy.
Conspirator (M-G-M, Victor Saers) stars Joan Crawford in another ugly and depressing crime ville) unmasks a British Commufilm. Miss Crawford's unques- nist spy who used his position in
tioned ability is wasted in this His Majesty's elite Guards to proartificial and stereotyped produc- cure top-secret information for the
Soviet government. Unfortunately,
tion.
Dyed-in-the-wool Alan Ladd the characters in this film never
fans may enjoy Captain Carey take on flesh and blood. The urU. S. A . (Paramount). Those who gency of a vitally important theme
have not succumbed to Mr. Ladd's is obscured by slick play-acting.
Expert direction, good acting,
histrionic heroics will find this
whodunit thin and very, very dull. and an unusual plot are the qualiDick Powell plays the dark horse ties which raise D. 0 . A. (United
reform candidate in a scatter- Artists, Rudy Mate) above the
brained political comedy titled level of the run-of-the-mill mysThe Reformer and t.he Red Head tery thrillers.
(M-G-M). Nothing lost if you miss
Just relax and have fun when
you go to see A Ticket to Tomathis.
Love Happy (United Artists) hawk (2oth Century-Fox, Richard
proves only one thing: that the Sale). Here we have the refreshing
Marx Brothers - Groucho, Chico, spectacle of Hollywood spoofing
and Harpo-have lost the zip and Hollywood in a king-size technithe zing which made their earlier color western.

There is a division of labor, even in vice. Some persons addict themselves to the speculation only, others to
the practice.
\VILLIAM HAZLITT

...
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LETTERS
to the

EDITOR
Dear Sir:
Having been anxious for some time
to express several opinions about
your magazine, I was pleasantly surprised to see in your May issue that
someone had written concerning one
of the aspects of THE CRESSET with
which I have been concerned. After
reading on, however, I found to my
dismay that the reader had only succeeded in revealing yet another of the
shortcomings which I have found so
annoying and even tragic in this little
journal.
Although one of you did actually
write in a ferocious tone (for THE
CRESSET) concerning the ills of this
country for about a half a page, bringing American life before the bar of
your Christian principles and outlook, I still must register my dissatisfaction with the appalling Lutheran
defeatism concerning the possibilities
of realizing relative justice in the collective political and social life of man
which permeates your views. Your
adoption of Luther's mistaken notion
that no obligation rests with Christians to attempt to achieve partial
justice in this world renders your
whole effort in the direction of criticism of various features of world political affairs devoid of meaning and
barren of any effective consequences
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for the scene you cntlc1zc. \Vhen to
this ineffectiveness is added a consistently myopic general outlook upon
political-social affairs, my outrage is
complete. For example, you speak of
the "'fear" which impedes administration acceptance of suggestions for effecting a settlement between East and
West. In this case I am afraid that
your attempted extension of "fear"
into most aspects of American life as
the dominating influence runs afoul
of facts; perhaps the administration,
even granted the stature of the president, sincerely feels that nothing can
be gained from further talks with the
Russians at the highest levels, in view
of the past record of unkept obligations and broken promises of the
USSR. Again, your criticism of American support of the new Polish boundaries obviously fails to take into account the fact that the American
government IS m no position to attempt to dictate or even influence
decisions of such importance within
the Soviet sphere.
But even more revealing of the
taint of Lutheran pessimism which
underlies your views is your own fear
of big government, expressed in your
selection about Garry Davis. You
should be informed that "big government" is either here or coming in
most areas of the industrialized world,
and that the crucial questions are
who will plan and in what spirit will
those in power wield their authority?
You need not worry about world government in your lifetime, but should
the menace of big government alarm
you in this country you can always
"make your way to some corner of
the world" where things aren't so
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awful. You are, in the meanwhile,
"quiet, and safe" in your tower, where
you too are contributing to the early
arrival of rg84 .
Your whole pitiful notion of "action" stands revealed in all its folly
in your little brief concerning the
"opportunity . . . those who have
been pushed around by the Communists" will have to "crack back at
their persecutors" by writing an article in THE CRESSET which will, if the
man is intellectually competent, consist of nothing more than at best a
condensed rehash of well-known philosophic and historical facts concerning Marxism and Russian socialism!
But then of course your distorted use
of Harry Fosdick's idea reflects your
apologia for your "quiet activity."
I wonder what you think of Marty's
attitude concerning the failure of
modern organized Christianity to "regain the offensive, influence society
... , " etc. He seems partially aware
of the tragic ineffectiveness of Christianity today, although his position
within one of the narrowest and most
provincial of all Protestan t denominations will one day make his role
tragic, despite his insight.
Yours in fear,
DoNALD BRANDON

Oakland, California
Dear Sir:
After just writing my Senators,
Congressman, and the Secretary of
State, vigorously protesting the sending of an ambassador to the Vatican
(and it's an ambassador that the Catholic Church is gunning for and will
get) it came like a bomb to read in
THE CRESSET that appointing a sue-
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cessor to Mr. Taylor would not be
so bad a matter after all.
It's rather naive to believe, as the
article states, that a representative at
the Vatican is of no particular advantage to the Church, when the
Catholics are moving heaven and
earth to have Mr. Taylor's successor
upped to an ambassadorship. They
aren't in the llabit of pushing things
with vigor that they don't expect any
ben efits from.
The comparison of the Vatican to
the King of England and the King
of Sweden is ridiculous for the maintenance of the few acres in Rome is
in no sense in order to maintain a
real temporal state at the present time,
but to keep the symbol for the time
when it can again be useful for the
establishment of a real state. For if a
few acres are allowed there can be no
consistent objection to a whole country. And don't think for a moment
that the Catholics have given up the
dream of re-establishing the Thirteenth Century in modern dress.
And that to me is the must terrible
defection of the Catholic Church from
the spirit of Christianity, and the
way it has done, and is still doing, the
Kingdom of God the most harm.
Christ says: "My kingdom is not of'
this world, if my kingdom were of
this world then would my servants
fight but now is my kingdom not
from thence." This attempted mixture
of power and love has done irreparable harm to the Christian Church and
is the source of much of its troubles
in the world today. And I think th e
riddle of the peculiar phenomenon
to be observed at the present time,
that the Church which is most vig-
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orously opposed to Communism furnishes Communism with the greatest
number of its adherents, is to be
solved in this direction.
These thoughts were put down as
fast as I could type them out so they
may be a little unorganized and incoherent, but I think you'll get my
idea. And this doesn't come from a
critic but from one who enjoys THE

CRESSET very much. Perhaps it would
have come with better grace, if I had
taken the time to write a commendation when something was particularly
to my liking. But irritation always has
greater expulsive power than admiration.
Sincerely,
(THE REv.) WALTER 0. SPECKHARD
Clintonville, Wisconsin

I believe in political equality. But there are two opposite reasons for being a democrat. You may think all
men so good that they deserve a share in the government of the commonwealth, and so wise that the commonwealth needs their advice. That is, in my opinion,
the false, romantic doctrine c-f democracy. On the other
hand, you may believe fallen man to be so wicked that
not one of them can be trusted with any irresponsible
power over his fellows.
That I believe to be the true ground of democracy.
C. S. LEWIS, The Weight of Glory and Other Addresses
(Macmillan)

'r

Three Translations
from the Slovak
BY JAROSLAV VAJDA

)
No
No not to give an inch for faithlessness
To raise the flag against the mobs who gloat
Resisting bravely Not to acquiesce
To swallow ashes Mercy-cries suppress
Endure the onslaught Not desert the boat
No not to bargain anything for ease
To spit on life rather than compromise
And call sin sin regardless whom you please
Though brother and though sister bend their knees
to idols you dare not apostatize
Here is the crossroad Here the word is terse
Yes and or no Here is the crisscross sign
What had been beauty foam-like will decline
The spectrum of the poem will disperse
the heaviest of clouds that make us pine
No not to budge although the hand of death
entwines our throat with fingers crooked and cool
To clutch the rudder of the scorned raft yet
and boldly plunge with one last raging breath
into the swirling pool
JAN KosTRA
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Quia Pulvis Sum
(Luke 18)
That road still leads to Jericho today,
that once by You was traveled, Son
of Mary, First and Mighty One.
And dusty, too, exactly as it was
when over it You led the throngs
of beggars, publicans and scum
and women branded with their wrongs.
The sun beats down upon it still as hot
-as long ago it beat upon
a traveler with olive branch
prodding his donkey into town.
Along that road today wild fig trees grow
and thorny shrubs of every kind,
except that under one tree crouched
another beggar You would find:
were You to travel that same road today!
-With beaten soul, hoping to save it,
he huddles, wretched, by the tree
and cries .. . Have mercy, Son of David! !
IVAN KRASKO

Six o'Clock
Six o'clock: the bells ring, hear!
Homeward now the worker goes.
There awaits him someone dear,
someone to revive his cheer:
after drudgery, repose.
Only I am all forlorn,
to my welcome no one ran.
Four sad walls look down and mourn,
- and on one, alone and worn,
hangs crucified, the Son of Man ....
IvAN KRASKO
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W. Gustave Polack
I890-I950
THE CRESSET AssoCIATES mourn the death of one of their number,
the Reverend Doctor W. Gustave Polack, late professor at Concordia Theological Seminary and senior editor of The Lutheran
Witness, who died on the fifth of June after a lingering illness.
It was our privilege to have been Dr. Polack's friends. But even the
intimacy of friendship did not conceal from us his greatness-the personal greatness of a consecrated heart, a sharp and penetrating mind,
a fluent pen, and an unwavering courage, and the public greatness of
a churchman who loved and served his church with all of his many
powers but reserved his deepest love and loyalty for the church uni~ versal, in whose consummation he now shares.
Humanly speaking, his passing at such an early age seems tragic.
He was in the prime of his vigor and much had been expected of
him in his new responsibilities as editor of The Lutheran Witness.
But to envy or begrudge him the rest which he has found would be
both unkind and faithless. As his life reflected a hard and uncompromising faith in the Lord of the Church and in the destiny of the
Church under its Lord, so his death challenges us to carry on in the
same faith, with the same hope, toward the same ends.
And this, by the grace of God, we propose to do.

...

0. P. Kretzmann
Thomas Coates
Paul Bretscher
0. A. Geiseman
Theodore Graebner
Ad. Haentzschel
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EXT momh we shall fo11ow custom

N and give ourselves and our
readers a month's vacation. For us,

letters under pseudonyms nor do " 'e
withhold names except in very unusual cases.

the vacation will not be altogether
restful. We are hoping to put together
an anthology of Christmas Garlands
from the years past and have it ready
for Christmas this year. If we succeed,
there will be an
announcement in
these columns.

'"'

,......_

Last December, as it seems some o(
of our readers cannot forget, we indited an ode to winter in our Notes
and Comment section. For six months
thereafter, we received surly notes
,......,
from various parts
We are happy to
of the country invitbe able to print in
ing us to spend a
our letters column
part of the winter
this month two diswith our unwashed
sents from opinions
correspondents out
expressed by our
East, with our dusteditors. It is our
covered readers in ~
policy, whenever a
the Southwest, and
letter appears in
with flood-plagued
THE CRESSET, not'to
readers in various
answer the letter
parts of the country.
PROBLEMS
unless it contains
We were unable
obvious factual erCONTRIBUTORS
to accept any of
rors. To comment
these invitations b~
FINAL NOTES
upon the opinions
cause we ourselves
of our critics would,
were enduring one
it seems to us, be
of the beastliest
taking unfair adwinters of record in
vantage since, afte~
our own little corall, they would have no way of rebut- ner of North America. The experience, however, was a salutary one for
ting our rebuttals.
Incidentally, we assume that letters it taught us not to lay our hearts at
which are addressed to the editors are the feet of any mistress as variable
available for publication. Readers who and changeable as a season. And so as
wish to comment upon what we say summer comes, we are one cucu which
but do not wish their letters to be will not sing lucie or, for that matter,
published should let us know at the at all. Our greeting, if we may call it
time they write. We do not publish that, is a terse, "No comment."

'"'

The
Editor's
Lamp

